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LORENTZ FORCE EFFECT ON TURBULENT WALL-BOUNDED FLOWS
SUMMARY
The thesis study is consist of three parts, in first and second parts a Direct Numerical
Simulation (DNS) study has been performed. In the third part of the study ANSYS
Fluent commercial code has been used. In DNS study an incompressible, finite volume
code of Prof. Dr. Lars Davidson from Chalmers University of Technology is used. The
numerical procedure is based on an implicit, fractional step technique with a multigrid
pressure Poisson solver and a non-staggered grid arrangement. For the momentum
equations, central differencing is used in space and the Crank-Nicolson scheme is used
in the time domain. A constant volumetric driving force is used in the streamwise
momentum equation.
In the first part of the study Direct numerical simulations (DNS) of a turbulent channel
flow at low Reynolds number (Reτ = 180, based on the driving pressure gradient and
channel half width) are performed. An idealized spanwise Lorentz force applied near
the lower wall of the channel and we compared the results for the applied force and
no-force cases both in the upper half of the channel and the lower half of the channel. In
recent years there has been an increasing attention to the work based on turbulence drag
reduction by imposing a Lorentz force. However, there is still a need for investigating
the flow field structures changes in the applied force case compared to the no-force
case. We have studied two-point correlations to explain the effect of the Lorentz force
on vorticity structures. Our results lead us to establish an explanation on the effect
of sweep and ejection events to the mean vortex structures in the flow field. We also
depicted turbulence production rates for both cases and compared the lower and upper
half of the channel. Beside these the important determinations are given about the
turbulence regeneration cycle, streak formation and vorticity interaction near the wall.
In the second part the same numerical method with first part has been implemented
to investigate the dissipation and related entropy generation differences. Entropy
generation due to friction occurs from dissipation which has two components, one
of these is viscous dissipation of mean-flow kinetic energy called “direct dissipation”
or “mean dissipation” and second component is dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy
into thermal energy called “indirect” or “turbulent dissipation”. In this study entropy
generation and its components, mean dissipation and turbulent dissipation figured
out for both applied force and no-force cases for both applied force and no-force
walls. It is observed that in applied force cases there are significant differences which
have importance to explain in order to get a sight on the energy effectiveness of
drag reduction studies of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) flows. In this manner the
differences caused by Lorentz force on dissipations and related entropy generation are
explained briefly. The spanwise one-point energy spectras has been also given.
In the third part of the study Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) study of external
magnetic field effect on the steady, laminar, incompressible flow of an electrically
xix
conducting liquid-metal fluid in a pipe has been performed. The MHD Module
of ANSYS Fluent commercial programme has been used to compute the flow and
temperature fields. Na22K78 (sodium potasium) alloy has been used as operating fluid,
which is liquid in room temperature. The simulations are performed for two different
cases, first a non-heated pipe flow and secondly an externally heated pipe flow. For
both cases, three different magnitude uniform external magnetic field, B0, applied
(which are B0 = 0.5T,1.0T and 1.25T, T represents Tesla). The results are compared
for the MHD effect on the flow variables in two cases seperately.
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TÜRBÜLANSLI DUVAR-SINIRLI AKIS¸LARDA LORENTZ KUVVETI˙ ETKI˙SI˙
ÖZET
Manyetik alan etkilerinin akıs¸ alanına uygulanması örneklerinden en eski olanı olarak,
1832 yılında I˙ngiltere’de Michael Faraday’ın Thames Nehri’nin akıs¸ hızını ölçme
giris¸imi verilebilir. Faraday Dünya’nın manyetik alanının nehir akıs¸ında indükledig˘i
voltajı iki elektrod yardımı ile ölçmek istemis¸ ve böylece nehrin hızını hesaplamaya
çalıs¸mıs¸tır. Daha sonra A. Schercliff tarafından manyetik alan ve elektrik alan
kuvvetlerinden üretilen Lorentz kuvveti kullanılarak akıs¸kan hızının ölçülmesi metodu
(LFV (Lorentz Force Velocimetry)) gelis¸tirilmis¸tir. Özellikle agresif akıs¸kanlar
olarak tabir edilen ve hız ölçümleri klasik yöntemlerle zor ya da mümkün olmayan
akıs¸kanların -örnek olarak çok sıcak metal akıs¸kanların- hız ölçümleri bu metodla
bas¸arı ile yapılmaktadır. Bu günümüzde manyetik alan etkisinin kullanıldıg˘ı bir çok
uygulamadan yalnızca bir tanesidir.
Bunun yanında manyetohidrodinamik (MHD) kontrol kapalı akıs¸larda akıs¸ kontrolü
sag˘lamak adına oldukça yaygın bir çalıs¸ma alanı olan bir yöntem olarak kars¸ımıza
çıkmaktadır. Elektrik iletkenlig˘i düs¸ük akıs¸kanlarda indüklenen elektrik akısı düs¸ük
oldug˘undan, ayrıca elektrodlar kullanılarak dıs¸arıdan bir elektrik alan olus¸turularak da
Lorentz kuvveti elde edilebilmektedir. Bu çalıs¸malar da elektromanyetohidrodinamik
(EMHD) akıs¸lar olarak anılmaktadır. Bu tez çalıs¸masında her iki yöntem de yer
almaktadır.
EMHD kontrol yönteminde genellikle amaç akıs¸ kontrolü sag˘lamaktır. Bunun için
elektrodlar ve mıknatıslar kullanılarak elektrik iletkenlig˘i olan bir akıs¸kan içinde
elektrik ve manyetik alan olus¸turulur. Sonuç olarak bu iki kuvvete dik yönde Lorentz
kuvveti elde edilir. Lorentz kuvveti hangi yönde elde edilmek isteniyorsa elektrod
ve mıknatısların dizilis¸i ona göre ayarlanmaktadır. Bunu basitçe gayet iyi bilinen
Heming’s sol el kuralı ile açıklayabiliriz. Elde edilen Lorentz kuvvetinin yönü oldukça
önemlidir. Literatürde akıs¸ yönünde, akıs¸a parallel ters yönde, duvara dik yönde ve
akıs¸ eksenine dik yönde olmak üzere çes¸itli uygulamaları vardır. Bu çalıs¸malarda
ana amaç sürükleme kuvvetinde (drag force) azalma olsa da, sonuç olarak bir kuvvet
(Lorentz kuvveti) elde edildig˘inden çok deg˘is¸ik çalıs¸ma alanları da mevcuttur. Örneg˘in
elde edilen Lorentz kuvveti, aynı zamanda, manyetik kuvvet ile çalıs¸an bir gemi
yapımına bas¸arı ile uygulanabilmis¸tir. YAMATO 1 adı verilen gemi bas¸arı ile 1992
senesinde yüzdürülmüs¸tür. Gemide Lorentz kuvvetini olus¸turacak süper mıknatıs ve
elektrod sistemi dog˘rudan gemiye itki gücü sag˘layacak bir su jetine uygulanmıs¸tır.
Enerji verimlilig˘i ve çevre dostu uygulamaların önem arz ettig˘i ve fosil yakıtların
sonsuz enerji kaynag˘ı olmadıg˘ı bilinen günümüzde bu tip çalıs¸malar oldukça önem
arz etmektedir.
Lorentz kuvvetinin akıs¸ kontrolünde kullanılabilirlig˘i daha önce yapılan çalıs¸malar
ile kanıtlanmıs¸ bulunmakla birlikte, akıs¸ kontrolünün akıs¸ alanı yapılarının manipüle
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edilmesi ile elde edildig˘i de bilinmektedir. Fakat, örneg˘in türbülanslı kanal akıs¸ında
türbülansı azaltmak yada sürükleme kuvvetinin azaltılmasındaki mekanizmayı
anlamakta çok büyük bir yol alınamamıs¸tır. Henüz türbülansın tam olarak
anlas¸ılamadıg˘ı ve üzerinde tartıs¸malar olan yapılar ve mekanizmalar olan bu zor
konuda böyle zorluklar yas¸anması oldukça dog˘aldır. Biz bu çalıs¸mamızda EMHD
kontrol yöntemini türbülanslı kanal akıs¸ına bas¸arı ile uygulayıp yüzey sürtünme
sürükleme (skin friction) kuvvetinde azalma sag˘ladıktan sonra, bu azalmaya sebep olan
mekanizmalarda literatürde var olan açıklamaları bir ileri noktaya tas¸ımayı amaçladık.
Elde ettig˘imiz veriler ilk önce halihazırda literatürde güvenilir önceki aras¸tırmacıların
bulguları ile kars¸ılas¸tırılmıs¸ ve oldukça tutarlı oldug˘u gösterilmis¸tir.
Çalıs¸ma üç ana bölüme ayrılmıs¸tır. Bu bölümlerin ilki ve ikincisindeDirect Numerical
Simulations (DNS) ile türbülanslı kanal akıs¸ alanı denklemleri çözülmüs¸tür. Bunun
için Chalmers Üniversitesi ög˘retim üyesi Prof. Dr. Lars Davidson’un CALC-LES kodu
kullanılmıs¸tır. Bu ilk iki bölümde akıs¸kan olarak tuzlu su kullanılmıs¸tır, dolayısıyla
yukarıda belirttig˘imiz üzere EMHD çalıs¸ması yapılmıs¸tır. Çalıs¸manın üçüncü
bölümünde ise ANSYS Fluent paket programı kullanılmıs¸ ve akıs¸kan olarak yüksek
elektrik iletkenlig˘i olan metalik akıs¸kan kullanılmıs¸, dolayısıyla MHD çalıs¸ması
yapılmıs¸tır.
Bu noktada çalıs¸manın ilk bölümünde akıs¸ dog˘rultusu ve duvar normaline dik yönde
osilasyon yapan Lorentz kuvvetinin vortisite yapıları, streak olus¸umuna etkilerini ve
bu yapıların birbirleri arasındaki etkiles¸imlerini açıklamaya çalıs¸tık. Bu açıklamalar
için kullandıg˘ımız yöntemlerden ilki hız korelasyonudur. Bu yöntem ile türbülanslı
sınır tabakadaki organize yapılar (vortisite, vortex yapıları, streak formasyonu gibi)
hakkında bir fikir elde edilebilmektedir. Özellikle “streak cycle“ adı verilen ve
türbülans döngüsünün de temelini olus¸turan döngüde streakler yarı-akıs¸ yönündeki
vorteksleri ve bu vortekslerde yine streakleri olus¸turmaktadırlar. Bilindig˘i üzere
yavas¸ hızlı streaklerin kanalın daha üst bölgelerindeki hızlı akıs¸lar nedeni ile yukarı
çekilmesi ile (bursting olayı) karmas¸ık akıs¸lar meydana gelmektedir, o yüzden
streak cycle türbülanslı akıs¸larda önemli bir fenomendir. Bu çalıs¸mada streakler
özellikle duvara çok yakın bölgede (y+ < 20) zayıfladıg˘ı halde akıs¸ yönündeki
vorteks yapılarında önemli bir deg˘is¸im görülmemis¸tir. Bunun nedeni aras¸tırılmıs¸
ve detaylı bir s¸ekilde açıklanmıs¸tır. Bunun yanında quadrant analizi ile sweep ve
ejection mekanizmalarındaki deg˘is¸ime bakılmıs¸tır. Bilindig˘i üzere bu mekanizmalar
türbülans üretim döngüsüne katkı yapan mekanizmalardır. Bunun yanında türbülans
üretimindeki deg˘is¸imlerde incelenmis¸tir. Vorteks yapıları ve vortisite arasında
bag˘lantılar kurulmus¸ ve uygulanan kuvvetin vorteks yapıları üzerindeki etkisi
açıklanmaya çalıs¸ılmıs¸tır. Yaptıg˘ımız çıkarımlar ile literatüre oldukça önemli katkılar
yapılmıs¸tır.
Çalıs¸manın ikinci bölümünde ise literatürde eksik olan EMHD etkisinin entropi
üretimi ve dissipation üzerindeki etkilerine bakılmıs¸tır. Elde edilen çıkarımlar
EMHD yönteminin verimlilig˘i üzerine oldukça kullanıs¸lıdır. Bilindig˘i gibi dissipation,
ortalama (mean), akıs¸tan çıkarılan enerjinin merdiven (cascade) süreci ile daha küçük
edilere nakledilmesi ve bu is¸lemin sonucunda sürtünme kuvveti ile kinetik enerjinin ısı
enerjisi ile kaybedilmesidir. Tabii ki burada kinetik enerji kaybı fluctuation hızları
üzerinden yapılmakta oldug˘undan, türbülans dissipation adını almaktadır. Bunun
yanında bir de ortalama akıs¸ hızı ile direk olarak kayıplar vardır, bunlara da ortalama
dissipation (mean dissipation) denmektedir. Bu kayıplar, bilindig˘i üzere, kinetik
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enerjiyi ısı enerjisine çevirdig˘inden, geri dönüs¸süz enerji ya da bas¸ka bir deyis¸le
entropi üretimine neden olmaktadır. Bu iki farklı kayıp ayrı ayrı gösterilmis¸ ve entropi
üretimine katkıları irdelenmis¸tir. EMHD yönteminde elektrodlara enerji verildig˘inden,
bu yöntemin örneg˘in ileride deniz tas¸ıtları yada akıs¸kan ile temasta yani drag kuvvetine
kars¸ı is¸ yapıldıg˘ı durumlara uygulandıg˘ı durumlardaki verimlilik çalıs¸maları açısından
oldukça faydalı olacag˘ı açıktır.
Çalıs¸manın üçüncü bölümünde ise elektrik iletkenlig˘i yüksek metalik akıs¸kanın boru
içinde akıs¸ı ele alınmıs¸tır. Bu tip akıs¸kanlar nükleer reaktörlerde sog˘utucu akıs¸kan
olarak kullanılabilmektedir, o yüzden önem arz etmektedir. Manyetik alan etkisinin
akıs¸ hızı üzerine olan etkileri elde edilmis¸tir. Ayrıca boru ısıtıldıg˘ına akıs¸ alanı üzerine
olan etkileri de verilmis¸ ve deg˘is¸imlerin sebepleri üzerine açıklamalar yapılmıs¸tır.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose of Thesis
We can divide the study performed in this thesis three parts. In the first and second
parts Direct numerical simulations (DNS) of a turbulent channel flow at low Reynolds
number (Reτ = 180, based on the driving pressure gradient and channel half width)
are performed. An idealized spanwise Lorentz force applied near the lower wall of the
channel and the results are compared for the applied force and no-force cases both in
the upper half of the channel and the lower half of the channel. In first part the results
are investigated for the changes at coherent structures generally. While in second part
the changes at dissipations and entropy generation rates are investigated mainly.
In recent years however there has been an increasing attention to the work based on
turbulence drag reduction by imposing a Lorentz force there is still lack of knowledge
on the mechanism behind the drag reductions gained in these studies. It is shown by
many authors that the any flow control method provide success by manipulating the
turbulent wall structures [3–11]. But the manipulation mechanism and the flow field
structures changes are still need detailed investigation and explanations. In this study
the spanwise oscillated Lorentz force is applied in a turbulent channel flow and results
are compared for the no-force and applied force cases. We have studied two-point
correlations to explain the effect of the Lorentz force on vorticity structures. Our results
lead us to establish an explanation on the effect of sweep and ejection events to the
mean vortex structures in the flow field. We also depicted turbulence production rates
for both cases and compared the lower and upper half of the channel.
In third part of the study the ANSYS Fluent commercial code has been used.
The liquid-metal flow has been investigated under the magnetic field effect. The
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) study of external magnetic field effect on the
steady, laminar, incompressible flow of an electrically conducting liquid-metal fluid
in a pipe has been performed. Na22K78 (sodium potasium) alloy has been used as
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operating fluid, which is liquid in room temperature. The simulations are performed
for two different cases, first a non-heated pipe flow and secondly an externally heated
pipe flow. For both cases, three different magnitude uniform external magnetic field,
B0, applied (which are B0 = 0.5T,1.0T and 1.25T, T represents Tesla). The results are
compared for the MHD effect on the flow variables in two cases seperately, but also
compared for heated and non-hetaed cases in order to analyse the temperature effect
on MHD flows, as well. It is observed that heating is reducing the magnetic effect on
the flow field. While in non-heated cases it is observed that very well known slowing
down effect of MHD on fluid flow, in heated case the velocity field shows a tendency
to behave as if it were MHD is not applied. Towards the end of the physical length the
heating seems dominating the MHD effect. It is shown that in heated case temperature
differences and entropy differences are in tendency to behave as if it were MHD is not
applied.
1.2 Literature Review
The control of wall-bounded flows in an effort to reduce viscous stresses has been
studied since Prandtl first used a trip wire to trigger transition in the boundary layer
[12]. These early experiments produced observable decreases in the shear stress at
the wall. Since then, a wide variety of experimental and numerical studies have been
performed [5,9,13–27]. The possibilities for flow control afforded by the Lorentz force
generated when an electrically conducting fluid flows through an electromagnetic field
has been recognized for some time. Exploiting this mechanism to reduce viscous drag
has also been proposed. There are works imposing the Lorentz force along the flow
direction, thus creating an additional streamwise acceleration in streamwise direction.
[12] appear to have been the first to propose use of the Lorentz force for flow control.
In their analyses, a streamwise Lorentz force was applied to a laminar boundary layer
in order to increase the thrust force and delay transition to turbulence of the flow over
submerged vehicles by preventing the thickness of the laminar boundary layer profile
from increasing. [13] showed clearly that a Blasius boundary layer profile becomes
more stable when the Lorentz force is applied to the flow, created by an alternating
array of electrodes and magnets. [14] and [16] explored the possibility of achieving
viscous drag reduction in turbulent boundary layers with the Lorentz force. In these
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experiments, the Lorentz force was created along the wall-normal (perpendicular to
the flow) direction.
[17] performed an experimental study of a Lorentz force generated by a spanwise
array of electrodes and magnets, and showed the effects of the force on a turbulent
boundary layer in seawater. [18] performed an investigation using microtiles of
miniature electrodes and magnets to control near-wall turbulence. Both experimental
and numerical simulations were performed. The length and time scales of the
microtiles were designed to match those of the nearwall small-scale turbulence
structures at high Reynolds numbers. By pulsing the Lorentz force produced by an
array consisting of five microtiles placed in the spanwise and streamwise directions,
narrow hairpin vortices are superimposed on the mean flow. A simplified model
was proposed to explain the effects of this force. It was postulated that pulsing the
force creates a resonance condition similar to that produced by an oscillating-wall
Stokes’ layer. However, they found no reduction in skin-friction drag and did not
specify the mechanism responsible for the drag reduction induced by the pulsating
Lorentz force. [20] attempted to identify the resonance mechanism in low Reynolds
number numerical simulations, as proposed by [18]. [19] performed a direct numerical
simulation of the [17] spanwise array in a channel flow and also found only an
increase in drag for this configuration. [9] showed through numerical simulation that
spanwise oscillatory motion of a wall or an oscillatory spanwise pressure gradient
(they are equivalent in the channel) can suppress turbulence and the streamwise skin
friction. Experiments with a spanwise oscillating surface were performed by [15]
, and confirmed the numerical results of Akhavan et al. [28] demonstrated through
numerical experiments that when the near-wall streamwise vortices are suppressed
through a closed-loop feedback control, a significant drag reduction (about 25%) can
be achieved. A similar modification of the interaction between the streamwise vortices
and the walls by longitudinal riblet surfaces has also been found to lead to a reduction
in drag. [5] showed that Lorentz force can cause a substantial skin-friction decrease.
Beside these studies an experimental work reported a 47% of drag reduction was
achieved with Lorentz forcing in the spanwise direction [25].
Beside the EMHD studies the MHD study also performed in the third part of the study.
The control of highly electrically conducting fluids is getting much important in recent
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years. This kind of fluids are usually metallic fluid which are called as liquid metal
alloys. Here we used Na22K78 alloy which is liquid in room temperature and highly
electrically conductive. These kind of liquids are important for usage areas (usually
cooling materials in old type reactors). Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) flow control
method is one of the commonly used. After [29] investigations on the MHD flow of a
viscous, incompressible, electrically conducting fluid now the MHD flow finds a wider
range area of study [30]. Also recent developments such as Lorentz Force Velocimetry
(LFV) which uses reacting force of the fluid to the Lorentz force [27, 31] makes the
MHD flow studies more popular. In this thesis the changes in flow field of a magnetic
field applied liquid metal pipe flow has been investigated. The results are compared
with the studies exist and new explanations are made on the flow field changes.
1.3 The Problems Investigated in Thesis
1.3.1 DNS of spanwise oscillating Lorentz force in turbulent channel flow at low
Reynolds number
This part of the study presents DNS simulations of channel flow (Reynolds number of
180) in which Lorentz force excitation is applied along the spanwise direction in order
to investigate the potential of drag reduction. The aim of the paper is to give a better
understanding of the mechanism of drag reduction via Lorentz forcing. In this aim the
flow field variables are related with turbulence structures for both the applied force and
the no-force cases. The vorticity structures and streak formations and effect of forcing
on these structures are given briefly. Beside these mean Rankine vortex differences for
no-force and applied force cases are compared. The results found will be very useful
to explain the mechanism of drag reduction via spanwise oscillated Lorentz force and
effects to the coherent structures.
1.3.2 Spanwise oscillated Lorentz force effect on dissipation and entropy
generation in wall-bounded turbulent flows
However spanwise oscillated Lorentz force studied for many years, the main aim is to
get a drag reduction, there is less studies on the effect of such forces on dissipations
and entropy generation. After the first part of the study, the study maintained on this
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important area. The results are could be useful on getting more effective (i.e. energy
efficient) strategies in the possible applications of such drag reduction technologies to
the daily vehicles.
1.3.3 Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) flow of liquid-metal in circular pipes
In this part of the study the effect of the uniform magnetic field on the electrically
conducting liquid metal flow in a circular pipe has been investigated. ANSYS Fluent
commercial code has been used. A brief description of the magnetic induction method
which is the method applied by the MHD module of ANSYS Fluent is given. Na22K78
alloy has been used as liquid metal. The eutectic mixture Na22K78 consists of 78%
potassium and 22% sodium, is liquid at a temperature higher than −10◦C, and has a
density of 866kg/m3 at 21◦C.
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2. TURBULENCE
2.1 Introduction
Yet there is not a precise definition of turbulence. But we can give some characteristics
of turbulent flows (see [1]). Need to note that turbulence is not a property of fluid itself
but a fluid flow.
I. Irregularity
All the turbulent flows are random and irregular. This chaotic flow consist of a
spectrum of different scales (eddy sizes). However the turbulent eddies are does
not have an exact definition, it is known that they exist in a certain time in a certain
location which are destroyed by the dissipation or cascade process. The energy which
is extracted from mean flow by large eddies transferred to the smallest eddies and
dissipated by viscous stress results a temperature increase.
II. Diffusivity
Turbulence causes an increase at diffusivity. The diffusivity causes rapid mixing and
increased rates of momentum, heat and mass transfer.
III. Large Reynolds Numbers
Turbulent flows always occur at high Reynolds numbers.
IV. Three Dimensional
Turbulent flow is always three dimensional and unsteady.
V. Dissipative
The turbulent flows are dissipative. The largest eddies extract their energy from mean
flow and transfer that energy to the smallest eddies. The small (dissipative) eddies
lose their energy by viscous forces which causes transformation of kinetic energy into
thermal energy. This energy transfer phenomena called as cascade process.
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VI. Continuum
Due to smallest turbulent scales are much larger compare to molecular scale, the flow
could be treated as a continuum.
2.2 Some Properties in the Study of Turbulence
2.2.1 Strain rate tensor, rotation and vorticity
The velocity gradient tensor can be split into two parts as
∂vi
∂x j
=
1
2
(
∂vi
∂x j
+
∂v j
∂xi
)+
1
2
∂vi
∂x j
−
∂v j
∂xi
) (2.1)
Here first part is symmetric tensor Si j called the strain-rate tensor. Second part is
anti-symmetric tensor Ωi j called the vorticity tensor.
Vorticity vector is : w= ∇xv or ωi = εi jk
∂vk
∂x j
Rotation
Ωi j defines the rotation of a fluid particle. During rotation the fluid particle is not
deformed. The vorticity ω3 should be interpreted as twice the average rotation of the
horizontal edge and vertical edge. For example, in the case of i= 3, ω3 =
∂v2
∂x1
− ∂v1
∂x2
=
−2Ω12.
Figure 2.1: Rotation of a fluid particle. (The figure is taken from Ref. [1])
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2.2.2 Deformation and elongation
Si j can be divided into two parts, namely shear and elongation. The deformation due
to shear is caused by the off-diagonal terms of Si j. In Fig. 2.2 a pure shear deformation
by S12 =
1
2
∂v1
∂x2
+ ∂v2
∂x1
is shown.
The deformation due to elongation is caused by the diagonal terms of Si j. Elongation
caused by S11 =
∂v1
∂x1
is illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
Figure 2.2: Deformation of a fluid particle by shear. (The figure is taken from Ref. [1])
Figure 2.3: Deformation of a fluid particle by elongation. (The figure is taken from
Ref. [1])
2.2.3 Shear stress and rotation
Only the shear stresses are able to rotate the fluid particle. Shear stresses creates
rotation, rotation means vorticity.
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There is a one to one relation between the viscous term and vorticity:
∂τ ji
∂x j
=
ν
ε inm
∂ωm
∂xn
(2.2)
no viscous terms means no vorticity and vice versa. Shear stresses generates vorticity.
Due to viscosity a value near the wall, wall shear stress cause vorticity in boundary
layer. The vorticity is always created at boundaries.
2.2.4 Vorticity or vortex?
One must be very careful when using the words vortex and vorticity. By vortex we
usually mean a recirculation region of the mean flow. That the flow has no vorticity
(i.e. no rotation) means that a fluid particle moves as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. As a
Figure 2.4: Ideal vortex, the fluid partcile does not rotate. (The figure is taken from
Ref. [1])
fluid particle moves from position a to b – on its counter-clockwise-rotating path – the
particle itself is not rotating. This is true for the whole flow field, except at the center
where the fluid particle does rotate.
2.2.5 Vorticity and vortex interaction
The vorticity transport equation in three dimensions:
dωp
dt
=
∂ωp
∂ t
+ vk
∂ωp
∂xk
= ωk
∂vp
∂xk
+ν
∂ 2ωp
∂x j∂x j
(2.3)
ωk
∂vp
∂xk
=


ω1
∂v1
∂x1
+ω2
∂v1
∂x2
+ω3
∂v1
∂x3
p = 1
ω1
∂v2
∂x1
+ω2
∂v2
∂x2
+ω3
∂v2
∂x3
p = 2
ω1
∂v3
∂x1
+ω2
∂v3
∂x2
+ω3
∂v3
∂x3
p = 3
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The diagonal terms in this matrix represent vortex streching. Vortex streching either
makes a fluid element longer and thinner or shorter and thicker with regard to the sign
of ∂v1
∂x1
.
The off diagonal terms in this equation represent vortex tilting. The velocity gradient
∂v1
∂x2
will tilt the fluid particle so that it rotates in clock-wise direction. The second term
ω2
∂v1
∂x2
in line one in equation gives a contribution to ω1. This means that vorticity in
the x2 direction creates vorticity in the x1 direction.
2.2.6 Cascade process, vorticity, turbulence
Vortex stretching and vortex tilting qualitatively explain how interaction between
vorticity and velocity gradient create vorticity in all three coordinate directions from
a disturbance which initially was well defined in one coordinate direction. Once this
process has started it continues, because vorticity generated by vortex stretching and
vortex tilting interacts with the velocity field and creates further vorticity and so on.
The vorticity and velocity field becomes chaotic and random: turbulence has been
created. The turbulence is also maintained by these processes.
2.3 Turbulent Channel Flow
2.3.1 Navier-Stokes equations
Time averaged continuity equation and Navier-Stokes equation are given below. By
applying boundary layer approximation to these equations we will try to get the force
balance equations in boundary layer in further sections. That force balance is important
to understand the flow control in boundary layers. Usually wall shear stress values
could give us an opinion on the flow control.
ρ
∂uiu j
∂x j
=−
∂ p
∂xi
+
∂
∂x j
(µ
∂ui
∂x j
−ρu′iu
′
j), (2.4)
∂ui
∂xi
= 0. (2.5)
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2.3.2 Boundary layer approximation
For steady (δ/δ t = 0), two dimensional (u3 = δ/δx3 = 0) boundary-layer type of flow
where
u2 << u1,
∂u1
∂x1
<<
∂u1
∂x2
, (2.6)
Re-write the left side of Eq. 6.4 using the continuity equation
ρ
∂uiu j
∂x j
= ρu j
∂ui
∂x j
+ρui
∂u j
∂x j
= ρu j
∂ui
∂x j
, (2.7)
using Eq. 6.7 Eq., 6.4 can be written
ρu1
∂u1
∂x1
+ρu2
∂u1
∂x2
=
∂ p
∂x1
+
∂
∂x2
(µ
∂u1
∂x2
−ρu′1u
′
2), (2.8)
So we got the additional stress term beside the turbulent one (the Reynolds shear stress)
,wall shear stress on the left item ,
τtot = µ
∂u1
x2
−ρu′1u
′
2 (2.9)
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Figure 2.5: Reynolds shear stress,−ρu′1u
′
2 and wall shear stress, µ
∂u1
x2
.
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2.4 Coherent Structures in Turbulent Boundary Layers
Coherent structures are the structures detects by the ensemble averaged technics, thus
statistically significant structural properties rather than individual events [32]. These
structures are associated with wall-bounded turbulent flows. It is also need to note
that however these structures are written seperately they are in relation with each
other. Such as bursting events or turbulence regeneration cycle could be explained
by interaction of such structures. Below some of these structures are explained which
are widely passes in the text of the thesis.
2.4.1 Vortical structures
Both experimental and numerical studies has been showed that in wall-bounded
turbulent flows near wall is dominated by vortical structures [33]. It is explained briefly
in the study of Ref. [33] that counter rotating streamwise vortices are resulting the
structure of low-speed streaks which is the part of bursting phenomena.
In Ref. [32] vortical structures also detected. They showed that dominant coherent
structures are quasi-streamwise vortices which are inclined in the vortical plane and
tilted in the horizontal plane. Such tilting and inclinations are also found by many
researchers [34] [35]. Beside these “streak cycle” is proved as a key mechanism
in turbulence regeneration cycle [36]. A detailed explanation of the streak cycle
phenomena used in this study could be found in Chapter 4. Also regeneration
cycle is important to understand the turbulent structures’ roles in turbulent occurence
mechanism which given below sections.
2.4.2 Streaky structures
Streaky structures also a very important structure which are observed by [37]. Low
speed streaks are occur as a result of counter rotating streamwise vortices. The
breakdown of these elongated structures are found to be key factor on the transition
in turbulent flows [38].
In the mean of flow control studies these streaky structures are also a tool to understand
the effect of applied control on the flow field. For example some control stratigies may
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Figure 2.6: Low and high speed streaks from turbulent channel flow.
result an enlargement of the streaks in the spanwise direction [28], and may result a
more weak or stable streaky structures. In this thesis the streaky structures as a result
of spanwise oscillated Lorentz force has been investigated and explained briefly in
Chapter 4.
2.4.3 Ejections and sweeps
Ejections and sweeps are could be observed by quadrant analysis. The ejections are
in fact the lift-up processes of the low speed streaks. Sweep events are the motion of
the high speed fluid toward the wall, which also causes splattings [33]. The quadrant
anaysis consists of four possible interaction of streamwise and wall-normal velocity
fluctuations. These are; First quadrant, Q1 = u′v′(u′ > 0,v′ > 0), second quadrant,
Q2= −u′v′(u′ < 0,v′ > 0), third quadrant, Q3= u′v′(u′ < 0,v′ < 0), fourth quadrant,
Q4=−u′v′(u′ > 0,v′ < 0).
Here quadrants represents, outward motion of high-speed fluid, ejections of low-speed
fluid away from the wall, inward motion of low speed fluid and inward motion of
high-speed fluid (sweep event), respectively.
In Chapter 4. the quadrant analysis used to explain the changes in the flow field.
2.5 Turbulence Regeneration Cycle
However there are some argues on the turbulence regeneration cycle mechanism,
recently it is proved in Ref. [36] that the dominant regeneration mechanism is that
the vortices extract energy from the mean shear flow through inflectional instabilities
(Fig. 2.7). The cycle consist of vortices creates low speed streaks and instability on
these streaks creates vortices. They also showed that the regeneration mechanism is
self-sustained, outflow is do not have any effect on that mechanism.
They also proved that the streak cycle is not dependent on the existence of the streaks
below y+ ≈ 20. They also noted that the streaks in a region 20< y+ < 60 have little or
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streamwise vortices velocity streaks
Figure 2.7: Illustration of streak cycle. Dashed lines are uncertain mechanisms, while
solid is generally accepted process.
no effect on the turbulence generation cycle. The most important point in their study
is that the streak cycle is highly dependent on the region y+ ≈ 60 where they observed
a “sudden effect”.
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3. EMHD AS A DRAG REDUCTION TOOL
3.1 Introduction
There are several flow control strategies which are have the strategy to manipulate wall
structures to get a drag reduction. These flow control strategies also may called as
drag reduction techniques if the main aim is that. There are two basic strategies; active
and passive techniques. While active control of near-wall structures need feedback for
controlling, the passive techniques are does not involving the feedback.
One of the effective control strategy is the MHD (magnetohydrodynamic) control. If
used fluid has a weak electrical conductivity in this case inductive electrical field is also
weak and necesseraly electrodes are used to obtain an external electrical field in desired
direction. In this case the control called as EMHD (electromagnetohydrodynamic)
control.
3.2 (E)MHD in Drag Reduction
Both in terms of environmental health and economic benefits, flow control has
become increasingly important. One of the methods used to study the flow control
at wall-bounded flows is to apply an oscillating Lorentz force. In this method, magnets
and electrodes are introduced to obtain the Lorentz force in the desired direction. Flow
control using the Lorentz force was for the first time put forward to delay the transition
of laminar boundary layer [12]. Later on an experimental study was performed, in
which the polarity of the electrodes was arranged to direct the magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) body-force axially downstream and also axially upstream [17]. In these
experiments a turbulence suppression up to 30% was achieved for the former case with
the interaction parameter St ∼ O(1) (St is the ratio of the Lorentz force to the inertial
force). However, with the body-force axially upstream they got an augmentation of the
turbulence. In another experimental study [19] a channel geometry was investigated
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with only the bottom wall subject to streamwise Lorentz forcing in the same way as in
Ref. [17], and they found a similar increase.
A comprehensive DNS study of a turbulent channel flow performed at different low
Reynolds numbers (Reτ = 100,200,400) was presented in Ref. [5]. They applied
an idealized Lorentz force both for open-loop and closed loop configurations. In
an idealized open loop case using spanwise forcing they achieved up to 40% drag
reduction. They provided a value of St for best drag reduction for a given Reynolds
number.
Beside these studies an experimental work reported a 47% of drag reduction was
achieved with Lorentz forcing in the spanwise direction [25].
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4. DNS OF SPANWISE OSCILLATING LORENTZ FORCE IN TURBULENT
CHANNEL FLOW AT LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER
4.1 Introduction and Background
Both in terms of environmental health and economic benefits, flow control has
become increasingly important. One of the methods used to study the flow control
at wall-bounded flows is to apply an oscillating Lorentz force. In this method, magnets
and electrodes are introduced to obtain the Lorentz force in the desired direction. Flow
control using the Lorentz force was for the first time put forward to delay the transition
of laminar boundary layer [12]. Later on an experimental study was performed, in
which the polarity of the electrodes was arranged to direct the magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) body-force axially downstream and also axially upstream [17]. In these
experiments a turbulence suppression up to 30% was achieved for the former case with
the interaction parameter St ∼ O(1) (St is the ratio of the Lorentz force to the inertial
force). However, with the body-force axially upstream they got an augmentation of the
turbulence. In another experimental study [19] a channel geometry was investigated
with only the bottom wall subject to streamwise Lorentz forcing in the same way as in
Ref. [17], and they found a similar increase.
A comprehensive DNS study of a turbulent channel flow performed at different low
Reynolds numbers (Reτ = 100,200,400) was presented in Ref. [5]. They applied
an idealized Lorentz force both for open-loop and closed loop configurations. In
an idealized open loop case using spanwise forcing they achieved up to 40% drag
reduction. They provided a value of St for best drag reduction for a given Reynolds
number.
Beside these studies an experimental work reported a 47% of drag reduction was
achieved with Lorentz forcing in the spanwise direction [25].
This and next sections presents DNS simulations of channel flow (Reynolds number of
180) in which Lorentz force excitation is applied along the spanwise direction in order
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to investigate the potential of drag reduction. The aim of this section is to give a better
understanding of the mechanism of drag reduction via Lorentz forcing. In this aim we
will relate the flow field variables with turbulence structures for both the applied force
and the no-force cases. The section is organized as follows. First, the methodology and
equations are presented followed by a brief description of the numerical method. In the
following subsection the results are presented and discussed and in the final subsection
some concluding remarks are given.
4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 Governing equations
The governing equations for an electrically conducting, magnetically permeable,
incompressible Newtonian fluid are
∂u
∂ t
+u ·∇u= eˆ1 · I˜−
1
ρ
∇p+ν∇2u+
1
ρ
(J×B), (4.1)
∇ ·u= 0, (4.2)
∇×E=−
∂B
∂ t
, (4.3)
∇×B= µ0Js, (4.4)
J= σ(E+u×B), (4.5)
∇ ·B= 0, (4.6)
∇ ·J= 0. (4.7)
Here, u, p, ρ , ν , B, J, Js, E, µ0, σ are the velocity vector, the pressure, the fluid density,
the kinematic viscosity, the magnetic flux density vector, the current density vector,
the electrode source current density vector, the electric field vector, the magnetic
permeability and the electrical conductivity of the fluid, respectively. The first term
on the right side is the driving pressure gradient in the streamwise direction. The first
two equations are the Navier – Stokes equations and the latter five are the Maxwell
equations. With the assumption of low conductivity fluid like seawater (for seawater
µ0 ∼O(10−7) and σ ∼ 2.5−5 Siemens (Ampere/V m)), neglecting the time-variation
of the magnetic field, and assuming that the induced magnetic field is small compared
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to the applied magnetic field, we have a potential function φ for the electric field. The
governing equation for φ is a Laplace equation
∇2φ = 0 (4.8)
and the governing equation for the magnetic flux density reads
∇2B= 0. (4.9)
With appropriate boundary conditions and by taking the vector product of the current
density and the magnetic flux density, the resulting force distribution acts only in the
spanwise direction (see Ref. [5] for further details).
The resulting force can be estimated as a body force and directly added as a body force
term to the Navier-Stokes equations. Thus, the governing equations take the following
nondimensional form
∂u
∂ t
+u ·∇u= eˆ1 · I˜−∇p+
1
Reτ
∇2u+St (J×B), (4.10)
∇ ·u= 0, (4.11)
where Reτ is the Reynolds number based on uτ (wall shear velocity) and δ (half
channel height). The wall shear velocity, uτ , is based on the driving pressure gradient.
St = J0B0δ/(ρu
2
τ), is the Stuart number which represents the relative strength of the
Lorentz force with respect to the inertia force, where J0 and B0 are the current density
and the magnetic flux density values at the wall, respectively.
4.2.2 Force
The spanwise force oscillates in time and decays exponentially in the wall-normal
direction,
f+z = St exp
(
−
piy+
a+
)
sin(
2pit+
T+
). (4.12)
The effective St value for different Reynolds numbers is given as [5](
St T+
Reτ pi
)
opt
= 20. (4.13)
We performed simulations for Reτ = 180. For T+ = 100, Eq. (4.13) gives St = 36pi .
The parameter T+ is the period of oscillation, and a+ (the magnet and electrode widths,
which here are assumed to be the same) sets the distance the force penetrates into the
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flow, see Fig. 4.1; it is here taken as a+/pi = ∆+ = 10. Lorentz force excitation is
applied along the spanwise direction in order to force the flow to oscillate at a certain
frequency.
U
F× j
magnetic
field
electric
current
wall
a a a a
N + S − N + S −
x
y
z
Figure 4.1: Illustration of magnets and electrodes arrangement for generating a
Lorentz force along the spanwise direction.
The required Lorentz force can be created by placing electrodes and magnets side
by side, in the streamwise direction parallel to one another, as shown in Fig. 4.1.
This configuration generates Lorentz force in the spanwise direction which decays
exponentially in the wall-normal direction (Fig. 4.2). We apply the force in the lower
half of the channel, but because of the exponential function it decays zero about
y+ = 60. The obtaining the Lorentz force is given briefly in Appendix 1.
4.2.3 Direct numerical simulations
An incompressible, finite volume code is used [39]. The numerical procedure is based
on an implicit, fractional step technique with a multigrid pressure Poisson solver and a
non-staggered grid arrangement. For the momentum equations, central differencing
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Figure 4.2: Force profile.
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is used in space and the Crank-Nicolson scheme is used in the time domain. A
constant volumetric driving force is used in the streamwise momentum equation by
which the frictional Reynolds number, Reτ = 180, is prescribed. Periodic boundary
conditions are used in the streamwise and spanwise directions while the usual no-slip
boundary conditions are enforced at the walls. The domain size is 4piδ × piδ × 2δ
in the streamwise, spanwise and wall-normal directions, respectively with grid size
148× 98× 98. The superscript ’+’ sign indicates a nondimensional quantity scaled
by the wall variables: e.g. y+ = yuτ/ν , where ν is the kinematic viscosity, uτ is the
wall-shear velocity where u2τ is the constant volumetric driving force in the streamwise
momentum equation, see first term on the right side of Eq. 6.11. u, v, w represents the
streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise velocities, respectively. Before applying any
control, all simulations are allowed to reach a fully developed turbulent flow state.
4.3 Validation of the code
Here we are representing the comparison of the uncontrolled case DNS results with
the DNS results of [2]. Results are in good agreement with [2]’s data.
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Figure 4.3: U mean values.
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Figure 4.4: Velocity fluctuation rms values.
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Figure 4.5: Shear stress.
4.4 Results and Discussion
DNS results are presented for analyzing the Lorentz force effect. In Fig. 4.6 the
time history of the drag histories are given. τw = µ
∂u
∂y wall
, is the drag force which
is normalized by the area. The histories are given for the upper and lower half of the
channel. Obviously in no-force case the wall shear stress value is oscillating around 1,
which represents the force opposite of it; pressure gradient in streamwise direction. But
in applied force case drag reduction in lower wall could be seen easily, in other words
the reduction in wall shear stress. The increase in upper wall is also not surprised,
which is due to balance in force in streamwise direction.
Figs. 5.2 and 4.8, present the mean velocity and resolved turbulent fluctuations for
applied force and no-force; the latter case is also compared with DNS data [2].
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Figure 4.6: Drag histories, normalized by area. Reτ=180.
In Fig. 5.2, for the applied force case, the viscous sublayer region intercepts with
the log-law in a higher wall location; this is the result of an increased viscous
sublayer thickness [28]. Although smaller velocity rms values are obtained for all
three velocities in the lower half of the channel (Fig. 4.8), a peak can be seen for the
spanwise velocity rms value (Fig. 4.9), which is the result of the spanwise forcing.
Lower Reynolds shear stress compared to no-force case shows that the Lorentz forcing
gives turbulence drag reduction (Fig. 5.1). This is also seen by the fact that the bulk
velocity increases with forcing by 18% percent compared to the no-force case.
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Figure 4.7: Mean velocity,U+ profile.
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Figure 4.8: Rms fluctuations.
The three velocity field components are plotted here for forced and unforced cases. All
countour plots are from x = pi which is the half of the streamwise direction. Fig. 4.12
clearly represents that applied force causing more smooth flow near the bottom of the
channel. One other prove of this is the higher streamwise velocity values at the force
applied case. In Fig. 4.13 we have wall normal velocity field. Similar to the velocity
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rms results we have lower velocity values at the bottom half of the channel, while we
have higher velocity values at the upper half of the channel.
If we look at Fig. 4.14 we can clearly see the spanwise forcing effect to the spanwise
velocity. Near the bottom wall we see higher velocity values similar with the spanwise
velocity rms values.
Fig. 4.15 represents the instant values for streamwise vorticity fields. Clearly we have
higher vorticity values in applied force case as a result of spanwise oscillating Lorentz
force.
It is very well known that the dominant structures of the near-wall region are the
streamwise velocity streaks and the quasi-streamwise vortices [36, 37]. Beside this
in Ref. [36], it is shown that turbulence regeneration cycle exist and not depend on
the outer flow, but local to the near-wall region. They also proved that turbulence
regeneration cycle is depend on two near-wall turbulent structures; quasi streamwise
vortices and streamwise velocity streaks. In Ref. [40], it has figured out that the
near-wall streamwise vortices to be the single most important turbulent structure on
the drag manipulation studies. This achivement is also supported by the observation
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(a) No force applied case. (b) Force applied case
Figure 4.12: Streamwise velocity field,contour x = pi , Reτ = 180
that streamwise vortices have been found to be responsible for both ejection and sweep
events of the bursting process. These near-wall vortical structures are associated with
local high-skin friction regions [28] which are occur by the inrush of high-speed fluid
induced by the streamwise vortices. Thus weakining or modifying the streamwise
vortices are a general approach in near-wall turbulent control studies not only Lorentz
force control studies. In this manner, in this study, we also shed light on the
modification of the near-wall turbulent structures, especially streamwise vortices and
streamwise velocity streaks, under the influence of the spanwise oscillated Lorentz
force.
Two-point correlation are very effective to understand the structure of the flow.
Figs. 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18 present the two-point correlations in the spanwise direction
for both the upper and the lower half of the channel. The dimensionless wall-normal
values y+ = 10,20,30 and 62 correspond to y = 0.0363,0.0935,0.166 and 0.341
respectively. Since the force is applied only in the lower half of the channel, the
two-point correlations in the upper half are very similar for the applied force and the
no-force cases (Figs. 4.16(b), 4.17(b) and 4.18(b)). Within the area in which the force
is effective the applied force correlation values are very different compared with the
no-force case (Figs. 4.16(a), 4.17(a) and 4.18(a)), except for y+ = 62 where the forcing
is close to zero, see Fig. 4.2.
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(a) No force applied case. (b) Force applied case
Figure 4.13: Wall-normal velocity field,contour x = pi , Reτ = 180
Streamwise velocity two-point correlation values carry information about mean
spacing between the streaks. In Fig. 4.16(a), the no-force correlation values become
negative and reach a minimum approximately at z+ = 54 for y+ = 10 and 20 , which
provides an estimate of the mean separation between the high and low speed fluid; the
mean spacing between the streaks should be roughly twice that separation [41].
For the applied force case, the Ruu(z) profiles do not exhibit any minimum for y+ = 10
and only a weak minimum for y+ = 20 which may indicate the absence of streaky
structures [28] or more stable or weak streaky structures compared to the no-force
case [36]. The absence of a minimum may also indicate enlargement of the streaks
in the spanwise direction [28, 42]. This means that the change in the Ruu(z) profiles
show that forcing modifies the wall streaks, however we are not able to determine in
which way this modification occurred. It is clear that there is a stabilization in the near
wall streaky structures (below y+ ≈ 20), but the fundamental structure of the streaks
remains unchanged further away from the wall.
The presence of a minimum in the Rww(z) profiles (Fig. 4.17) was originally believed
to be related to the separation of two streamwise vortices [42]. Later on the cause of
this minimum in Rww(z) was modified as impingement of the high speed fluid at the
wall (splatting) [33, 41]. Figures 4.19(a) and 4.19(b) show that the oscillating Lorentz
force gives a smoother time history of the streamwise velocity near the wall, which can
also high be seen in the plots of the rms velocity fluctuations (Fig. 4.8). Hence, low and
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(a) No force applied case. (b) Force applied case
Figure 4.14: Spanwise velocity field,contour x = pi , Reτ = 180
high speed fluids are smaller in the applied force case compared to the no-force case,
and this may explain why the splattings are not visible in the former case (Fig. 4.17(a)).
The presence of the minimum in the Rvv(z) profiles is consistent with the existence
of streamwise vortical structures in the wall region [41]. The minimum in Rvv(z) is
related to the mean spanwise distance across a vortex. The larger separations in z
direction for increasing wall distance indicates larger diameters of the vortices away
from the wall [42]. For both the applied force and the no-force cases, the Rvv(z) values
are very similar (Fig. 4.18(a)), which suggest that spanwise Lorentz force does not
affect the mean distance between the vortices.
Here arises a question: why is there a clear change of the streaky structures near the
wall, but no visible change of the streamwise vortices? This question is answered
in Ref. [36]. They made a study on the turbulence production mechanism in the
near-wall region. They first proved that the “streak cycle” is the key regeneration
mechanism of turbulence. Streak cycles can be described as generation of streaks
by quasi-streamwise vortices and unstable streaks which produce tilted streamwise
vortices. In Ref. [36], they damped the streak component of the wall-normal vorticity
completely by multiplying it by a filter function near the lower wall while the upper
wall remained unchanged. In this way they laminarized the turbulence at the lower
wall. But the most important experiment they performed was to define the region in
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(a) No force applied case. (b) Force applied case
Figure 4.15: Streamwise vorticity component, contour x = pi , Reτ = 180
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Figure 4.16: Streamwise two-point velocity correlations.
which the instabilities of the streaks give rise to streamwise vortices. Surprisingly they
found that when filtering was applied for y+ . 20 it was not effective but the flow
laminarizes completely when the filtering was applied for any width above y+ & 60.
In short, the regeneration cycle depends on the flow region between 20< y+ < 60.
In our study we find that while the streaks for the applied force case are more stable at
y+ < 20, further away from the wall their fundamental structure remain the same as in
the no-force case, which means that the streak cycle is barely affected; we observe no
visible change in the streamwise vortices (see Figs. 4.22 and 4.23).
In order to better understand the force effect on the streaky structures, we have
investigated the streamwise fluctuation velocities in the spanwise direction for different
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Figure 4.17: Spanwise two-point velocity correlations.
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Figure 4.18: Wall-normal two-point velocity correlations.
y+ values:
u′(x,y,z, t) = u(x,y,z, t)− u¯. (4.14)
Here Lx and Lz are the length of channel in the streamwise and spanwise directions,
respectively. The results are compared for the applied force and the no-force cases, see
Fig. 4.19. It is clearly seen that for y+ = 10 and y+ = 20 the streamwise fluctuating
velocity are smaller in the applied force case, which means that although the streaky
structures exist at these y levels, they are more stable compared to the no-force case.
The streamwise fluctuations vary around 1− 9 for the no-force case compared to
around 4−7 for the applied force case (Figs. 4.19(a), 4.19(b)). Further away from the
wall (Fig. 4.19(d)) the situation is vice-versa. Here the high speed velocity fluctuations
in the applied forced case are larger than those in the no-force case. Figures 4.20, 4.21,
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Figure 4.19: Streamwise fluctuation velocity in spanwise direction from the x= pi , for
y+ = 10,20,30 and 62.
4.22 and 4.23 present the contour plots at y+ = 10, 20 30 and 62 for the applied force
case for the upper and lower walls for the same instantaneous flow field. For y+ = 10,
it is clear that for the applied force case the wall high velocity streaks are suppressed
and the low velocity streaks dominate compared to the no-force case (Figs. 4.20,4.21).
Also, there is an inclination of the wall streaks with respect to the flow direction due to
the spanwise flow component for the applied force case. A similar inclination has also
been observed in Ref. [43]. Further away from the wall, the high velocity streaks are
dominating, the fundamental structure of the streaky structures remain the same, and
no inclination is observed for y+ > 30 (Figs. 4.22, 4.23).
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Figure 4.20: Streamwise velocity contours for the same instant for both lower, applied
force wall and upper wall, y+ = 10. Blue color indicates low speed
streaks, yellow-red high speed streaks.
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Figure 4.21: Streamwise velocity contours for the same instant for both lower, applied
force wall and upper wall, y+ = 20. Blue color indicates low speed
streaks, yellow-red high speed streaks.
A quadrant analysis of the Reynolds shear stresses was performed to better compare
the flow field structures for the applied force and the no-force cases. In order to get an
accurate results, 400 data sets have been used for each y+, see Fig. 4.25.
The force has higher effect near the wall, also here while quadrant values are shows
more difference near the wall, shows more similar result away from the wall.
* 1st Quadrant : u>0,v>0. Outward motion of high-speed fluid.
* 2nd Quadrant : u<0,v>0. Ejections of low-speed fluid away from the wall.
* 3rd Quadrant : u<0,v<0. Inward motion of low speed fluid.
* 4th Quadrant : u>0,v<0. Inward motion of high-speed fluid (sweep event).
In the no-force case (Fig. 4.25(a)), very similar results are obtained compared with
Ref. [41], where they also get dominant sweep events up to a level of y+ ≈ 12. In the
applied force case, the fourth quadrant events (sweep) dominate over second quadrant
events (ejection) up to approximately y+ = 20 (Fig. 4.25(b)).
Figure 4.27 presents the normalized quadrants. It is obvious that in the applied force
case there is a shift of the sweep and ejection events away from the wall which proves
that in the applied force case, the vortex structures are moved away from the wall. As
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Figure 4.22: Streamwise velocity contours for the same instant for both lower, applied
force wall and upper wall, y+ = 30. Blue color indicates low speed
streaks, yellow-red high speed streaks.
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Figure 4.23: Streamwise velocity contours for the same instant for both lower, applied
force wall and upper wall, y+ = 62. Blue color indicates low speed
streaks, yellow-red high speed streaks.
a result of the turbulence suppression, second and fourth quadrant events which are the
cause of turbulence, are lower in the applied force case compared to the no-force case.
It is also seen that the forcing reduces the ejection events much more than the sweep
events. Similar quadrant analysis results have been found in a study in which turbulent
flow relaminarization was obtained at low Reynolds number by reducing the Reynolds
number [44]. They also got lower sweep and ejection events compared to the higher
Reynolds number and the sweep events moved away from the wall.
Streamwise vorticity gives information of the streamwise vortex structures; the
minimum point of streamwise vorticity value gives the edge of the mean Rankine
vortex structure [41, 42], and the maximum point gives the center of mean Rankine
vortex [41]. If we consider the two component, ∂w′/∂y and ∂v′/∂ z of ω ′x separately
we find that its minimum and maximum locations are defined by ∂w′/∂y, see Fig. 5.7.
In other words this indicates that the streamwise vorticity defines the radius of the
mean Rankine vortex in the wall normal direction. The forcing gradient dF/dy gives
rise to an increase of ∂w′/∂y which explains why ω ′xrms is larger at the wall in the
applied force case compared to the no-force case, see Fig. 4.29. This figure also shows
that the minimum and maximum points in the applied force case are closer to each
other compared to the no-force case (for the no-force case: y+min ≈ 5, y
+
max ≈ 20, for the
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applied force case: y+min ≈ 6, y
+
max ≈ 10 ). This means that we have a smaller radius
of the mean streamwise vortex in the wall normal direction in the applied force case
than in the no-force case. But the Rvv(z) profile (see Fig. 4.18) suggest that there is
no change of Rankine vortex radius in the spanwise direction. This analysis leads us
to suggest that the spanwise Lorentz force modifies the mean Rankine vortex into a
shape that is elliptic with a smaller radius in the wall-normal direction compared to the
spanwise direction, see Fig. 4.30.
If we further analyze the mean Rankine vortex in Fig. 4.30, it can be seen that in the
applied force case the mean streamwise Rankine vortex structure is further away from
the wall compared to the no-force case. This is in agreement with the quadrant analysis
in Fig. 4.27 in which the second and the fourth quadrants are moved away from the wall
in the applied force case.
Figure 4.31 presents the predicted turbulence production compared with DNS data [2].
The turbulence production near the lower wall is in the applied force case lower than
near the upper wall. There are two components in the turbulence production term,
the shear stress and the mean velocity gradient. Illustration of these two components
separately reveal that the biggest reason of the low turbulence production is due to the
Reynolds shear stresses, see Figs. 4.32 and 4.33.
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Figure 4.24: Quadrant analysis, 400 samples used. Reτ = 180
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Figure 4.25: Reynolds shear stress from each quadrant normalized by the local mean
Reynolds shear stress. Subscript i denote quadrant number, Qi.
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Figure 4.26: Frequency, Reτ = 180
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Figure 4.27: Quadrant analysis. Subscript i denote quadrant number, Qi.
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Figure 4.28: The two components of ω ′xrms .
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Figure 4.29: Root mean square streamwise vorticity fluctuations. +: minimum and
maximum of ω ′xrms .
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Figure 4.30: Mean Rankine vortex illustrations. c and e denote the center and the edge
of the vortex, respectively.
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Figure 4.31: Turbulence production.
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Figure 4.32: Mean velocity gradient.
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Figure 4.33: Reynolds shear stress.
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4.5 Bursting Detection Comparison
It is now very well known that the biggest reason of the turbulence production
is the bursting phenomenon which accounts approximately 50-70 of the turbulence
production [45]. Here we applied the Variable-Interval Time-Averaging, (VITA)
technique to detect the bursting frequency in the both force applied and no-force cases.
For a fluctuating quantity Q(xi, t) the variable-interval time average is defined by
Q̂(xi, t,T) =
1
T
∫ t+ 12T
t− 12T
Q(xi,τ)dτ, (4.15)
here T is the averaging time. As T becomes large, approaches to conventional
averaging results. To represent a measure of the turbulent energy during time T a
localized variance is defined as;
v̂ar(xi, t,T) = û′2(xi, t,T)− [û′(xi, t,T)]
2, (4.16)
The detection function D(t) is defined as;
D(t) =
{
1, for v̂ar > ku′2rms and
∂u′
∂ t
> 0
0, otherwise
(4.17)
where k is the threshold level which is taken as 1.0 here, and u′rms is the root
mean square of the fluctuating streamwise velocity. The data has been gathered
at four different streamwise locations and for each streamwise locations data
gathered for 10 different wall-normal locations. The streamwise locations are x =
1.53,3.14,4.67,5.76. As told before the streamwise length of the channel is 2pi . The
wall-normal locations are y+ = 5,10,15,20,30,40,50,62.
The result of the bursting detections are figured out at following figures (4.34). It is
very well known that bursting is a close wall phenomenon, as a result of this fact the
frequency of the bursting phenomenon is observed higher in close wall locations in our
study. Beside this as a result of oscillating spanwsie Lorentz force effect, in applied
force case the bursting phenomenon occurence frequency is much lower compare to
no-force case, as expected.
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4.67.
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5.76.
Figure 4.34: Bursting detections from different streamwise locations, near the applied
force wall.
4.6 Conclusions
A DNS study of a fully developed turbulent channel flow is made by introducing a
spanwise oscillating Lorentz force near the lower wall. We have investigated the effect
of the oscillating Lorentz force on wall structures. The results are examined in detail
not only for applied force lower wall, but also for upper wall.
We found that the Ruu(z) profile does not exhibit any minima for y+< 20 (Fig. 4.16(a)).
That could be the result of the absence of streaky structures [28], more stable or
weak streaky structures compared to the no-force case [36]. The absence of minimum
may also indicate enlargement of the streaks in the spanwise direction [28, 42]. The
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variation of the streamwise fluctuation velocities in the spanwise direction (Fig. 4.19)
and the instantaneous velocity contours (Figs. 4.20, 4.21, 4.22 ,4.23) lead us to suggest
that the reason is more stable streaky structures in the applied force case.
We also observed that close to the wall (y+ . 20) wall splattings are suppressed
(Fig. 4.17(a)), which we suggest is related to smaller streamwise fluctuations and time
derivatives near the wall (Figs. 4.8, 4.19(a) and 4.19(b)).
Although we observed significant stabilization of the near wall streaks below y+ ≈ 20
(Fig. 4.16(a)), the streamwise vortices are obviously not affected by this stabilization
(Fig. 4.18(a)). The streaks and the streamwise vortices are related to each other by the
turbulence regeneration. The finding that the streamwise vortices are not affected by
the stabilization can be explained by the study in Ref. [36]. They show that the streak
cycle – which can be described as generation of streaks by quasi-streamwise vortices
and unstable streaks which produce tilted streamwise vortices – is the key regeneration
mechanism of turbulence. They proved that the streak cycle is not dependent on the
existence of the streaks below y+ ≈ 20. They also noted that the streaks in a region
20 < y+ < 60 have little or no effect on the turbulence generation cycle. The most
important point in their study is that the streak cycle is highly dependent on the region
y+ ≈ 60 where they observed a “sudden effect”. he main conclusion of this paper
is the confirmation that near-wall turbulence is maintained by a cycle which is local
to the region below y+ ≈ 60 and above y+ ≈ 20, and which can survive without any
input from the core flow. In our study we observed that for y+ & 20 the fundamental
structure of the streaks remain the same (Figs. 4.22, 4.23), especially in the area of
“sudden effect”.
It has been shown in the literature that spanwise Lorentz forcing causes an inclination
of the streaky structures (Ref. [19]). Our results support these findings (Figs. 4.20,
4.21) but we found that this inclination is not observable for y+ & 30 (Figs. 4.22,
4.23).
We observed that the region in which the sweeps dominate over the ejections extend
further away from the wall in the applied force case (Fig. 4.25) than in the no-force
case. In the former case the region extends to y+ ≈ 20 compared to y+ ≈ 12 in the
latter case. In the fully turbulence region, it is found that the peaks of the sweeps and
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ejections move away from the wall in the applied force case compared to the no-force
case (Fig. 4.27). This shift together with the minimum location of the streamwise
fluctuation vorticity suggest that the spanwise oscillating Lorentz force causes the
streamwise mean Rankine vortex structure to move away from the wall in the applied
force case (Fig. 4.30).
We showed that the ∂v′/∂ z part of the streamwise vorticity, ω ′x, is not suited to define
the radius of the mean Rankine vortex structures because it is negligible compare to
the other component ∂w′/∂y. Hence the latter component should be used to define the
minima and maxima locations (Fig. 5.7). This suggests that the streamwise vorticity
defines the radius of the mean Rankine vortex structures only in the wall-normal
direction, not in the spanwise direction. We claim that the spanwise oscillating Lorentz
force creates an elliptic shape of the mean Rankine vortex structures (Fig. 4.30). The
argument for this claim is that the distance between the streamwise vorticity minima
locations – which define the radius of the mean Rankine vortex in the wall-normal
direction – are closer to each other in the applied force case (Fig. 4.29) compared
to the no-force case whereas the two-point correlation Rvv(z) profiles (Fig. 4.18(a)) –
which defines the radius in spanwise direction – are not affected by the Lorenz forcing.
Lastly we analyzed the turbulence production and its components. We observed a
lower turbulence production near the lower wall in the applied force case compared
with the no-force case while the situation is reversed near the upper wall (Fig. 4.31).
We observed that the main contribution to this difference in production is due to
the magnitude of the Reynolds shear stress (Fig. 4.33) rather than the mean velocity
gradient (Fig. 4.32).
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5. SPANWISE OSCILLATED LORENTZ FORCE EFFECT ON
DISSIPATION AND ENTROPY GENERATION INWALL-BOUNDED
TURBULENT FLOWS
5.1 Introduction and Background
5.1.1 Oscillating Lorentz force
Efficiency is one of the key point to investigate the feasibility of the application
of new methods to daily life instruments. In this chapter we studied the entropy
generation, mean dissipation and turbulent dissipation are investigated which are
related to energy irreversibility of relatively new method “spanwise oscillating Lorentz
force”. Spanwise oscillating Lorentz force is known as an effective tool in flow control.
In this method, magnets and electrodes place are introduced to obtain the Lorentz force
in the desired direction which is given in Chapter 4. [12] used this control mechanism
for the first time, later on several studies are done in the area [5, 17, 19]. A larger
introduction has been given in the previous chapter of the thesis.
5.1.2 Dissipation and pointwise volumetric entropy generation
Entropy generation due to friction occurs from dissipation which has two components,
one of these is viscous dissipation of mean-flow kinetic energy called “direct
dissipation” or “mean dissipation” and second component is dissipation of turbulent
kinetic energy into thermal energy called “indirect” or “turbulent dissipation”. In
this chapter entropy generation and its components mean dissipation and turbulent
dissipation figured out for both applied force and no-force cases for both applied force
and no-force walls.
For unsteady turbulent flow, the dissipation at a point given by
µ φ +ρ ε
where the former represents viscous dissipation of mean-flow kinetic energy and the
latter represents dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy into thermal energy [46, 47].
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The latter could be written as,
ρ ε = 2 µ[(
∂u′
∂x
)2+(
∂v′
∂y
)2]+(
∂w′
∂ z
)2+µ[(
∂u′
∂y
+
∂v′
∂x
)2+(
∂v′
∂ z
+
∂w′
∂y
)2+(
∂w′
∂x
+
∂u′
∂ z
)2].
(5.1)
while former given by the equation below,
εmean = ν(
∂U
∂y
)2 (5.2)
In wall units, the pointwise entropy generation rate for a fully-developed turbulent flow
between infinitely-wide parallel plates can be written as [48],
(S′′′(y+))+ = ε+mean+ ε
+ (5.3)
Here the both turbulent and mean dissipations are nondimensionalized by uτ/ν ,
superscript ’+’ sign indicates a nondimensional quantity.
The present chapter investigates the spanwise oscillating Lorentz force effect on
dissipations and related entropy generation rate. The DNS simulations of channel
flow performed for various low Reynolds numbers (Reτ = 180,250,300,400 and
500). The similar results are obtained for above given different Reτ numbers, only
Reτ = 180 results are given in this thesis. The chapter is organized as follows. First,
due to the methodology and equations are presented in the section before the section
continue with the results in which findings are presented and discussed and then some
concluding remarks are given.
5.2 Results and Discussion
Before presenting the Lorentz force effect on dissipation and entropy generation, it
is necessary to introduce the results of oscillating Lorentz force on fluid flow. In the
previous chapter we figured out the effect of oscillating Lorentz force on coherent
structures, now we are aiming to carry out the results with dissipations and entropy
generation. However we figured out some duplicate figures with previous section in
order to keep individual competence of the chapters.
In Fig. 5.1 lower Reynolds shear stress compared to no-force case is the sign of
turbulence drag reduction. Fig. 5.2 presents the mean velocity for applied force and
no-force cases which is also compared with DNS data [2]. Obviously in force case
there is an increase at viscous sublayer thickness compare to no-force case [28].
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Figure 5.3: β and κ , for applied force, no-force cases and comparison with DNS
results of [2]
In Fig. 5.3(a) the very well known Von Karman constant, κ has been plotted for applied
force and no-force cases and also compared with DNS data of [2]. It is interesting that
while in no-force case, κ is ranging about the value of 0.41 starting from log-law region
to a y+ level of about 150 which is parallel with experimental results, in force case κ
threats like a variable more than a constant. Also the integral constant, β threats same
way which is related with κ (Fig. 5.3(b)).
In Fig. 6.12 turbulent dissipation, mean dissipation and volumetric entropy generation
rate results are figured out for applied force and no-force cases. Fig. 5.4(a) represents
the applied force wall results. It is figured out that mean dissipation lower till y+ ≈ 10,
after then slightly higher compare to no-force case. Beside this turbulent dissipation is
higher near wall till y+≈ 5 compare to no-force case. In this chapter in following pages
we also have investigated the reason of this high difference on turbulent dissipation
near wall deeply, in following pages. We note that while mean dissipation is getting
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lower for applied force case, turbulent dissipation is getting higher, which is opposite
in upper wall for mean dissipation and there is a faint increase at turbulent dissipation
(Fig. 5.4(b)).
It is very interesting that however volumetric entropy generation rate is higher in both
wall for applied force case compare to no-force case, while it is due to increase
at turbulent dissipation in applied force wall where mean dissipation contribute in
opposite way, in upper wall the increase of volumetric entropy generation rate is due
to mean dissipation.
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Figure 5.4: Mean dissipation, turbulent dissipation and volumetric entropy generation
rate, for applied force and no-force cases, for lower and upper wall.
We explain the lower mean dissipation in applied force case at near wall with the
weaker viscous effects. But we need to investigate further to explain the maintaining
and relatively higher mean dissipation values in applied case after from y+ ≈ 11. We
are familiar to the value y+ ≈ 11, which is the approximate intersection point of
decreased wall value of shear stress, µ∂U/∂y and increased Reynolds shear stress,
−ρu′v′. In applied force case this intersection occure in further away from the wall, at
y+ ≈ 22, approximately twice of the no-force case (Fig. 5.5). This means in applied
force case viscous region maintain to upper wall locations. Also this plot proving the
lower viscous effects in applied force case till y+ ≈ 11, since lower wall shear stress,
µ(∂U/∂y)wall below this level compare to no-force case.
It is also important to analyze the reason of increase at turbulent dissipation. In Fig. 5.6
turbulent dissipation terms are plotted seperately. Due to the big difference between
the values, plots are given seperately for both cases. In Fig. 5.6(a) it is figured out that
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for no-force case the term, (∂u
′
∂y
+ ∂v
′
∂x
)2 is the most contributed term to the turbulent
dissipation. Fig. 5.6(b) represents the applied force case in which (∂v
′
∂ z +
∂w′
∂y )
2 term
not only giving the biggest contribution to the turbulent dissipation, but these two
variables’ characterise are very similar.
To define the which term contributing that significant increase at turbulent dissipation
term (∂v
′
∂ z +
∂w′
∂y )
2 we have plot the rms values of the terms seperately. Obviously the
term (∂w′/∂y)2 causing this increase (Fig. 5.7). This increase is the result of the
oscillating force gradient ∂F/∂y.
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Figure 5.6: Turbulent dissipation and terms seperately.
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applied force case.
We have also figured out the spanwise one-dimensional energy spectra for the normal
Reynolds stresses, u′u′, v′v′, w′w′. Also we present the velocity fluctuation rms values
in order to better understand the energy spectra results.
Fig. 5.11 represents the Euu results. While energy spectra lower for applied force
case compare to no-force case at lower wall (Fig. 5.11(a)), vice versa in upper wall
(Fig. 5.11(b)), which is agreement with velocity fluctuation rms values (Fig. 5.9).
Fig. 5.12 represents the Evv results. Also similar results observed with Euu profile,
which is also in agreement with velocity fluctuation rms values. In Fig. 5.13 clearly
force affect observable, adding an extra kinetic energy to the flow close to the wall.
This energy also observable close to the lower wall at turbulence kinetic energy
(Fig. 5.10).
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Figure 5.9: Rms velocity fluctuations.
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Figure 5.10: Turbulence kinetic energy,k, for applied force and no-force cases.
It can easily seen that there exist a significant increase at energy close to the wall
(y+ = 10 and 20) in force case for spanwise fluctuations (Fig. 5.13(a)). But also energy
lose is getting higher with lower wavenumbers, which means extra gained turbulence
kinetic energy has been losed at higher wavenumbers. If we look at Fig. 5.13(b), in
no-force applied wall, we can not see that energy increase. But also for y+ values
close to the wall energy values are higher at larger wavenumbers for applied force case
slightly no-force values getting higher with lower wavenumbers.
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Figure 5.11: Spanwise one-dimensional energy spectrum for streamwise velocity
fluctuations.
5.3 Conclusions
In this study we have performed DNS in an oscillated Lorentz force applied turbulent
channel flow. Our aim mainly was to investigate the dissipation and entropy generation
differences between applied force and no-force cases. We also depicted Von Karman
constant, κ and integral constant, β as well as energy spectrums for normal Reynolds
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Figure 5.12: Spanwise one-dimensional energy spectrum for wall-normal velocity
fluctuations.
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Figure 5.13: Spanwise one-dimensional energy spectrum for spanwise velocity
fluctuations.
stresses. We have illustrated the results for both applied force and no-force cases, both
for lower and upper wall.
We showed that in spanwise oscillated force case Von Karman constant, κ and related
integral constant, β threats like a variable while in no-force case has constant values in
log-law till a level of y+ ≈ 150, as is very well known (Fig. 5.3).
We also observed higher entropy generation rate near the both lower and upper wall in
applied force case compare to no-force case. However we note that while lower wall
entropy generation increase due to turbulent dissipation, in upper wall the increase
source is mean dissipation (Fig. 6.12). We also showed that the difference of mean
dissipation is due to the chnage at viscous region (Fig. 5.5).
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We related the higher turbulent dissipation near wall with the effect of spanwise
oscillated Lorentz force. Also investigated which term in turbulent dissipation
contribute most to this increase. We discover that ∂w′/∂y term of (∂v
′
∂ z
+ ∂w
′
∂y
)2 term
makes the larger contribution to this increase, which also proving the force gradient,
∂F/∂y effect on the flow.
We also illustrated the spanwise one-dimensional energy spectra for the normal
Reynolds stresses, we note that for Eww the energy increase near wall observed
(Fig. 5.13(a)).
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6. MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC (MHD) FLOW OF LIQUID-METAL IN
CIRCULAR PIPES
6.1 Introduction and Background
The control of electrically conducting fluids is getting more and more importance
in recent years. Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) flow control method is one of
the commonly used. After [29] investigations on the MHD flow of a viscous,
incompressible, electrically conducting fluid now the MHD flow finds a wider range
area of study. The studies on MHD are becoming much important since these type flow
fields are commonly encountered in many engineering fields such as at nuclear reactors
as a coolant fluid [30]. Also recent developments such as Lorentz Force Velocimetry
(LFV) which uses reacting force of the fluid to the Lorentz force [27, 31] makes the
MHD flow studies more popular.
Self-cooled liquid metal blankets in fusion reactor systems could be given as one of the
mostly used application of liquid metal flows. Due to high heat transfer coefficients,
the liquid metals show high heat transfer performances. This characteristic makes this
kind of liquids a best option as a working fluid in fusion reactor systems [49]. However
the liquid metals also has high electrical conductivity which causing large magnetic
pressure drop [50,51]. One of the way to reduce the MHD pressure drop is to apply an
electrically insulating coating on the duct walls [52].
In this study the effect of the uniform magnetic field on the velocity field of an
electrically conducting liquid metal flow in a circular pipe has been investigated.
Also externally applied uniform heat flux together with magnetic field is applied
to investigate the interactions of heat and MHD effects. Na22K78 alloy has been
used as liquid metal. The eutectic mixture Na22K78 consists of 78% potassium
and 22% sodium, is liquid at a temperature higher than −10◦C, and has a density
of 866kg/m3 at 21◦C. The kinematic viscosity, ν , electrical conductivity, σ , and
magnetic permeability, µ0, are 9.8498×10−4kg/ms, 2.457×10−6S/m, 4pi×107H/m,
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respectively. The paper arranged as follows. First, the problem description and
methods are presented by providing a brief description of the magnetic induction
method which is the method applied by the MHD module of ANSYS Fluent. In the
following sections the paper divided in two parts, in the first part non-heated pipe flow
with MHD applied case results are given. In the second part externally heated pipe
flow together with the MHD effects are given, then the results are compared with the
non-heated cases. In the final section some concluding remarks are given.
6.1.1 Problem description
The study has been divided into two parts; in first part it is considered the flow of a
steady, laminar, viscous, conducting liquid-metal in circular pipe under the influence
of a uniform transverse magnetic field with constant pressure gradient which can be
seen schematically in Fig. 6.1. The pipe length is choosen as l = 300mm and diameter
choosen as d = 10 mm. The uniform magnetic field applied perpendicular to the flow
direction. In second part, it has been implemented additional constant heat flux, q
′′
,
as a difference from the non-heated case. The pipe inlet velocity is Uin = 0.05m/sn
in order to achieve a laminar flow in pipe with given fluid and pipe properties. Tenv
represents the temperature of the environment.
d = 0.005m
symmetry axis
y
B applied magnetic f ield
x = 0 x = 0.3m
Uin = 0.05m/sn
Tenv = 300K
Figure 6.1: Illustration of the cylinder pipe.
The magnetic Reynolds numbers, Rem = µ0σνRe is in the order of 10−7. In the case of
Rem≪ 1 induced magnetic field, b, is much smaller compare to applied magnetic field,
B0. This means the induced magnetic field can be negligible in the total magnetic field,
B. The governing equations of an incompressible electrically conducting liquid-metal
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fluid in circular pipes can be given with Navier-Stokes equations;
∂u
∂ t
+u ·∇u=−
1
ρ
∇p+ν∇2u+
1
ρ
(J×B), (6.1)
∇ ·u= 0, (6.2)
Electromagnetic fields are described by Maxwell’s equations:
∇ ·B= 0, (6.3)
∇×E=−
∂B
∂ t
, (6.4)
∇ ·D= q, (6.5)
∇×H= J+
∂D
∂ t
, (6.6)
The induction fields H and D are defined as,
H=
1
µ
B, (6.7)
D= εE, (6.8)
The problem given has been solved with using ANSYS Fluent MHD Module. In non
MHD case applied magnetic field has been given as zero. The problem has been solved
by exploit symmetry of the geometry (see Fig. 6.1). The magnetic induction method
has been choosen in MHD module, which can be found in following section.
6.1.2 Magnetic induction method
In general Ohm’s Law that defines the current density is given by;
J= σE, (6.9)
for fluid velocity field u in a magnetic field B,
J= σ(E+u×B), (6.10)
From Eq. 6.4;
∂B
∂ t
=−∇×E, (6.11)
From Eq. 6.10;
E=
J
σ
−u×B, (6.12)
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Take the curl;
∇×E= ∇× (
J
σ
−u×B), (6.13)
inserting Eq. A.2 into Eq. 6.11 we get,
∂B
∂ t
=−∇× (
J
σ
−u×B), (6.14)
∂B
∂ t
=−∇× (
J
σ
)+∇× (u×B), (6.15)
if the displacement current neglected customarily, we rewrite Eq.6.6 as,
∇×H= J, (6.16)
with using Eq. 6.7,
1
µ
(∇×B) = J, (6.17)
if we substitute Eq. A.6 into Eq. A.4 we get,
∂B
∂ t
=−∇× (
1
µσ
(∇×B))+∇× (u×B), (6.18)
could be written as;
∂B
∂ t
=−
1
µσ
∇× (∇×B)+∇× (u×B), (6.19)
Here if we use the very well known property ; a× (b× c) = b(a.c)− c(a.b) rewrite
the Eq. A.7,
∂B
∂ t
=−
1
µσ
(∇(∇.B)−B(∇.∇))+u(∇.B)−B(∇.u), (6.20)
with using Eq. 6.3,
∂B
∂ t
=
1
µσ
∇2B+u(∇.B)−B(∇.u), (6.21)
arranging Eq. A.10
∂B
∂ t
+B(∇.u) =
1
µσ
∇2B+u(∇.B), (6.22)
Eq. A.11 is the induction equation derived from Ohm’s law and Maxwell’s equations.
By solving Eq. A.11 it is possible to obtain B, and using the B it is possible to obtain
the J (see Eq. A.6).
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6.1.3 Solution method
A laminar viscous model is used in ANSYS Fluent. Electrically insulating wall
boundary conditions have been choosen for MHD boundary conditions. No-slip
boundary conditions are also applied at walls which means axial velocity, ux, equal
to wall velocity and normal velocity component, uy, is set to be zero;
uxwall = 0, uywall = 0. (6.23)
Velocity boundary conditions are implemented at inlet, this is;
Uin = 0.05m/sn, (6.24)
for non-heated cases, and;
Uin = 0.05m/sn,Tin = 300K, (6.25)
for constant heat flux applied cases. At the outlet pressure boundary conditions are
implemented which is;
Px=l = Patm, (6.26)
and pressure based solver has been used. SIMPLE scheme is used for pressure-velocity
coupling, second order upwind discretization approach used for all pressure,
momentum, energy and magnetic field equations. In all the simulations before
applying MHD effect, flow field variables are allowed to reach a fully developed state.
For the externally heated pipe case, all the above developed solution approaches
methods together with an externally applied constant heat flux, q
′′
, and an inlet
temperature, Tin are applied.
6.2 Results and Discussion
6.2.1 Part I: MHD pipe flow
In Fig. 6.2 simulation results for all four different magnitude of B0 magnitudes for
axial velocity are given. However for B = 0T and B = 0.5T cases results are seems
similar, there is a slow down in fluid flow which is more clear for cases B = 1T and
B= 1.25T.
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Figure 6.2: The velocity contours from the
upper symmetric part of the
cylinder pipe.
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(d) x= 298mm.
Figure 6.3: Axial velocity from the four different locations.
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Figure 6.3 represents the axial velocity in radial direction for the upper half of
the pipe from the four different locations along the pipe. These locations are
x = 50 mm,150 mm,250 mm and 298 mm, respectively. While d = 0 represents the
simmetry axis, x, d= 0.005 represents the periphery of the cylinder as measured meter.
It is note that the pipe flow reachs a fully developed state about the location x =
250 mm. In non-magnetic force applied case (B = 0T), the velocity of the pipe is
approximately 0.1 m/s at the just about the pipe outlet, though in magnetic force
applied case the velocity values are getting lower depending on the strength of
the applied external magnetic field. Same reduction is observed for four different
locations. Fig. 6.5 represents the streamwise velocity change in streamwise direction
at symmetry axis of the circular pipe. Clearly the centre of the flow field is effected
strongly by the magnetohydrodynamic forces. Interestingly while for B = 0T,0.5T
and 1T cases there is an approximately linear change at velocity, for B = 1.25T case
there is a sudden increase at rate of change of velocity decrease after the half length
of the channel. Skin friction coefficient, C f (x) = τw0.5ρU∞ , (U∞ =Uin in this case), is
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Figure 6.4: Skin friction coefficient,
C f (x), from the wall.
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Figure 6.5: Axial velocity on symmetry
axis for non-heated pipe cases.
an important parameter give a sense about the behaviour of field variables near the
wall. It has observed higher skin friction coefficient in force applied cases compare to
no-force applied cases (Fig. 6.4). In MHD applied cases it has been observed more flat
velocity profiles, since in order to keep uniform mass flow the axial velocity near the
wall is getting increase in magnitude(Fig. 6.3). This increase causing a higher velocity
gradients near the wall which also causes higher shear stress hence higher skin friction
coefficient near wall (Fig. 6.4). The similar results found by [53].
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6.2.2 Part II: MHD in heated pipe flow
In this part of the study it is implemented constant heat flux, q
′′
= 79,000W/m2,
applied externally as shown in Fig. 6.6 as a difference from the problem studied the
previous section. MHD effect and temperature interaction has been investigated and
the results are compared to non-heated cases.
d = 0.005m
symmetry axis
y
B applied magnetic f ield
q
′′
x = 0 x = 0.3m
Uin = 0.05m/sn
Tenv = 300K
Figure 6.6: Illustration of cylinder pipe.
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Figure 6.7: Skin friction coefficient,
C f (x), for heated pipe cases.
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Figure 6.8: Axial velocity on symmetry
axis for heated pipe cases.
In Fig. 6.7 it is observed that the skin friction coefficient for heated pipe flow, has
similar tendency with the non-heated case. However if one takes a close look at
Fig. 6.8, which represents the axial velocity along the pipe on symmetry axis, it is
obviously notices that there exist a greater gradient in mechanism slowing the flow
compare to non heated case (Fig. 6.5). The difference between heated and non-heated
cases getting higher for higher applied magnetic fields, B0. Considering all flow field
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variables under the application of various magnetic field strength it has been observed
that before the flow field fully developed (x < 250mm) magnetic strength dominates
field variables, after the fully developed section (x ≥ 250mm) this domination is
reduced dramatically.
It is also observed similar trend in Nusselt number, Nu = h(x)d
k
, which represents the
rate of heat transfer in upper wall of pipe given in Fig. 6.9 which results are parallel
with the study of [23, 53].
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Figure 6.9: The Nusselt number, Nu, which defines the rate of heat transfer, from the
upper wall of the pipe.
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(c) x= 250mm.
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Figure 6.10: The temperature gradient from the four different locations.
In Fig. 6.10 the temperature gradients, dT/dy are shown for four different locations. If
these plots are analysed it is noticed that there exist a diminishing temperature gradient
difference along the axial line of the pipe. It is also plotted the axial velocities for the
same locations in Fig. 6.11. It is similar trend is observed in axial velocity along
the pipe. It is note that the pipe flow here reachs a fully developed state starting from
250mm point of the pipe. Before that point MHD seems effective however not effective
as non-heated cases (Figs. 6.11(a),6.11(b) and Figs. 6.3(a), 6.3(b)). Starting from fully
developed location of the pipe however in non-heated case it is observed, and it is
naturally expected, very well known result of MHD. These effects show themselves as
a slow down process on the flow field. The temperature gradient difference seems to
be diminished as MHD effect along the pipe in non-heated case (Figs. 6.11(c),6.11(d)
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and Figs. 6.3(c),6.3(d)). These results suggest that MHD affects temperature and vice
versa.
Before the fully developed section increasing magnetic field strength has an decrease
effect on the entropy generation. However after passing fully developed section
increasing magnetic field strength has no effect in the entropy generation (Fig. 6.12).
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Figure 6.11: Streamwise velocity for heated cases from four different locations.
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Figure 6.12: Entropy from the four different locations.
6.3 Conclusions
In this study two different MHD pipe flow cases have been investigated, first
non-heated MHD pipe flow, secondly the heated case. The results are discussed with
comparing the flow and temperature fields related to fully developed and non-fully
developed sections are discussed.
It is obtained very well known retarded flow in former case (Fig. 6.3), but in latter case
it is observed that MHD affects temperature and vice versa. It is noted that the velocity
field reachs its fully developed case at x = 250 mm. However there exist a MHD
effect in heated cases, this effect lower than non-heated cases for the sections below
x= 250 mm, it seems temperature altered the MHD effect along the axial direction of
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the pipe. In the area close to the outlet of the pipe, the temperature differences between
non MHD applied case and MHD applied cases are diminishing which is a result of
magnetic field and temperature field interactions.
The temperature gradient, dT/dy and entropy, are depicted for heated cases, as
well (Figs. 6.10,6.12). Before the fully developed section, increasing magnetic field
strength has an decrease effect on the entropy generation. However after passing
fully developed section, increasing magnetic field strength has no effect in the entropy
generation (Fig. 6.12).
Similar results are observed for the temperature gradient, while the area below fully
developed location, increasing magnetic field strength has an increase effect on the
temperature gradient, these differences are slowly overcome toward the pipe outlet
(Fig. 6.10).
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 Conclusions
In Chapter 4 a DNS study of a fully developed turbulent channel flow was carried
out by introducing a spanwise oscillating Lorentz force near the lower wall. We
investigated the effect of the oscillating Lorentz force on wall structures. The results
are examined in detail, not only for applied force lower wall but also for upper wall.
We found that the Ruu(z) profile does not exhibit any minima for y+< 20 (Fig. 4.16(a)).
The variation of the streamwise fluctuation velocities in the spanwise direction
(Fig. 4.19) and the instantaneous velocity contours (Figs. 4.20, 4.21, 4.22 ,4.23) lead
us to suggest that the reason is more stable streaky structures in the applied force case.
We also observed that wall splattings are suppressed close to the wall (y+ . 20)
(Fig. 4.17(a)), which we suggest is related to smaller streamwise fluctuations and time
derivatives near the wall (Figs. 4.8, 4.19(a) and 4.19(b)).
Although we observed a significant stabilization of the near wall streaks below y+≈ 20
(Fig. 4.16(a)), the streamwise vortices are obviously not affected by this stabilization
(Fig. 4.18(a)). The streaks and the streamwise vortices are related to each other by
the turbulence regeneration. The finding that the streamwise vortices are not affected
by the stabilization can be explained by the study in Ref. [36]. They proved that the
streak cycle is not dependent on the existence of the streaks below y+ ≈ 20. They also
noted that the streaks in region 20< y+ < 60 have little or no effect on the turbulence
generation cycle. The most important point in their study is that the streak cycle is
highly dependent on region y+ ≈ 60, where they observed a “sudden effect”. In our
study, we observed that, for y+ & 20, the fundamental structure of the streaks remains
the same (Figs. 4.22, 4.23), especially in the area of “sudden effect”.
It has been reported in the literature that spanwise Lorentz forcing causes an inclination
of the streaky structures (Ref. [19]). Our results support these findings (Figs. 4.20,
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4.21), but we found that this inclination is not observable for y+ & 30 (Figs. 4.22,
4.23).
We observed that the region in which the sweeps dominate over the ejections extends
further away from the wall in the applied force case (Fig. 4.25) than in the no-force
case. In the former case, the region extends to y+ ≈ 20, as compared to y+ ≈ 12 in
the latter case. In the fully turbulent region, it is found that the peaks of the sweeps
and ejections move away from the wall when forcing is applied (Fig. 4.27). This shift,
together with the minimum location of the streamwise fluctuation vorticity, suggests
that the spanwise oscillating Lorentz force causes the streamwise mean Rankine vortex
structure to move away from the wall in the applied force case (Fig. 4.30).
We showed that the ∂v′/∂ z part of the streamwise vorticity, ω ′x, is not suited as a means
to define the radius of the mean Rankine vortex structures because it is negligible
compared to the other component ∂w′/∂y. Hence the latter component should be used
to define the locations of the minima and maxima (Fig. 5.7). This suggests that the
streamwise vorticity defines the radius of the mean Rankine vortex structures only
in the wall-normal direction, and not in the spanwise direction. We claim that the
spanwise oscillating Lorentz force creates an elliptic shape of the mean Rankine vortex
structures (Fig. 4.30). The argument for this claim is that the distance between the
streamwise vorticity minima locations – which define the radius of the mean Rankine
vortex in the wall-normal direction – are closer to each other in the applied force case
(Fig. 4.29) than in the no-force case whereas the two-point correlation Rvv(z) profiles
(Fig. 4.18(a)) – which defines the radius in spanwise direction – are not affected by the
Lorenz forcing.
Finally, we analyzed the turbulence production and its components. We observed a
lower turbulence production near the lower wall in the applied force case as compared
with the no-force case, while the situation is reversed near the upper wall (Fig. 4.31).
We observed that the main contribution to this difference in production is due to
the magnitude of the Reynolds shear stress (Fig. 4.33) rather than the mean velocity
gradient (Fig. 4.32).
In Chapter 5 we have performed DNS in an oscillated Lorentz force applied turbulent
channel flow. Our aim mainly was to investigate the dissipation and entropy generation
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differences between applied force and no-force cases. We also depicted Von Karman
constant, κ and integral constant, β as well as energy spectrums for normal Reynolds
stresses. We have illustrated the results for both applied force and no-force cases, both
for lower and upper wall.
We showed that in spanwise oscillated force case Von Karman constant, κ and related
integral constant, β threats like a variable while in no-force case has constant values in
log-law till a level of y+ ≈ 150, as is very well known (Fig. 5.3).
We also observed higher entropy generation rate near the both lower and upper wall in
applied force case compare to no-force case. However we note that while lower wall
entropy generation increase due to turbulent dissipation, in upper wall the increase
source is mean dissipation (Fig. 6.12). We also showed that the difference of mean
dissipation is due to the chnage at viscous region (Fig. 5.5).
We related the higher turbulent dissipation near wall with the effect of spanwise
oscillated Lorentz force. Also investigated which term in turbulent dissipation
contribute most to this increase. We discover that ∂w′/∂y term of (∂v
′
∂ z
+ ∂w
′
∂y
)2 term
makes the larger contribution to this increase, which also proving the force gradient,
∂F/∂y effect on the flow.
We also illustrated the spanwise one-dimensional energy spectra for the normal
Reynolds stresses, we note that for Eww the energy increase near wall observed
(Fig. 5.13(a)).
Finally in Chapter 6 we performed an ANSYS Fluent study. In this study two
different MHD pipe flow cases have been investigated, first non-heated MHD pipe
flow, secondly the heated case. The results are discussed with comparing the flow
and temperature fields related to fully developed and non-fully developed sections are
discussed.
It is obtained very well known retarded flow in former case (Fig. 6.3), but in latter case
it is observed that MHD affects temperature and vice versa. It is noted that the velocity
field reachs its fully developed case at x = 250 mm. However there exist a MHD
effect in heated cases, this effect lower than non-heated cases for the sections below
x= 250 mm, it seems temperature altered the MHD effect along the axial direction of
the pipe. In the area close to the outlet of the pipe, the temperature differences between
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non MHD applied case and MHD applied cases are diminishing which is a result of
magnetic field and temperature field interactions.
The temperature gradient, dT/dy and entropy, are depicted for heated cases, as
well (Figs. 6.10,6.12). Before the fully developed section, increasing magnetic field
strength has an decrease effect on the entropy generation. However after passing
fully developed section, increasing magnetic field strength has no effect in the entropy
generation (Fig. 6.12).
Similar results are observed for the temperature gradient, while the area below fully
developed location, increasing magnetic field strength has an increase effect on the
temperature gradient, these differences are slowly overcome toward the pipe outlet
(Fig. 6.10).
7.2 Recommendations
The spanwise oscillated Lorentz force could be applied to the MR fluids in order to
have a shear thinning. Magnetic fluid consist of a carrier fluid and a suspension of
magnetic particles. Depending on the size of the magnetic particles, the magnetic fluid
behaves differently leading to three main areas of FHD, MR abd MP. If the magnetic
particles are smaller than about 10 nm, the thermal energy dominates over the magnetic
energy induced by an external magnetic field. Thus, the particle can disperse well in the
carrier fluid. The whole fluid behaves as a paramagnetic liquid and is called ferrofluid.
If the magnetic particles is large enough, ranging from 10 nm to 10 µm, they interact
and react to the external magnetic field changing the viscosity of the fluid. the fluid is
then called magnetorheological (MR) fluid.
A yield strength or yield point of a material is defined in engineering and materials
science as the stress at which a material begins to deform plastically. Experimental
evidence has confirmed that MR fluids in the presence of a magnetic field exhibit both
a pre-yield regime, characterized by an elastic response, and a post- yield regime,
characterized by a viscous response. The transition between these two regimes has
been reported to occur at a yield strain on the order of 0.5%. Since MR fluids typically
operate in a continuous yield regime, they are usually characterized by their field
dependent yield stress.
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Magnetorheological (MR) fluids exhibit rapid, reversible and significant changes in
their viscosity and shear modulus when subjected to external magnetic fields. This
property enable us to apply the method used in this study to MR fluids in order to have
a shear thinning. This could be a very interesting postdoc study.
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APPENDIX A.1
1.1 OBTAINING LORENTZ FORCE
1.1.1 Obtaining Laplace equations
∂u
∂ t
+u ·∇u=
−1
ρ
∇p+ν∇2u+
1
ρ
(J×B), (A.1)
∇ ·u= 0, (A.2)
∇×E=−
∂B
∂ t
, (A.3)
∇×B= µ0Js, (A.4)
J= σ(E+u×B), (A.5)
∇ ·B= 0, (A.6)
∇ ·J= 0. (A.7)
We can neglect the time variation of the magnetic field due to no eddy currents are
induced and only permanent magnets are being considered. So equation A.3 equal to
zero;
∇×E=−
∂B
∂ t
= 0, (A.8)
thus
∇×E= 0, (A.9)
We can write the equation A.5 as;
J= σE+σ(u×B), (A.10)
If we take ‖E‖u×B which is called load factor greater then 1.0 than we may neglect the
second right term of equation A.10. ‖E‖ ∼V0/δ has order 1.0 and ‖u×B‖ has order
10−3, then equation A.10 written as;
J= σE, (A.11)
and also Js is the electrode source current density vector and is equal to the first term
of the right-hand side of equation A.10, then;
J∼= Js = σE, (A.12)
We used equations A.3 and A.5 and we got A.9 and A.12. Considering equation A.9
and taking a scaler function φ due to the ∇× (∇φ) = 0 we can write that,
E= ∇φ , (A.13)
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If we substitute equation A.13 into equation A.12;
J∼= Js = σ(∇φ), (A.14)
If we substitute equation A.14 into equation A.7 then,
σ∇(∇φ) = 0, (A.15)
then,
∇2φ = 0. (A.16)
Equation A.16 shows that the electrode current density vector, J, can be represented
as a gradient of a potential. After than lets substitute equation A.14 into equation A.4,
then we have,
∇×B= µ0σ(∇φ), (A.17)
Take the curl of the equation A.17 then,
∇× (∇×B) = µ0σ(∇×∇φ), (A.18)
with using very well known property that any scalar field φ is always the zero vector,
the right-hand side of the equation A.18 becomes zero.
Here if we use the very well known property ; a× (b× c) = b(a.c)− c(a.b) lets write
the equation A.18 again,
∇× (∇×B) = ∇(∇.B)−B(∇.∇) = 0, (A.19)
With considering equation A.6 we can write the equation A.19 as;
∇2B= 0. (A.20)
We have to solve two Laplace equations A.16 and A.20 with appropriate boundary
conditions. These bo8undary conditions are has to be sinusoidal functions due to the
physical behaviour of Lorentz force.
1.1.2 Solution of Laplace equations
Boundary conditions of lower wall:
B(x,y)y=0 = B0cos(
pi
2a
x) (A.21)
Jy=0(x,y) = J0sin(
pi
2a
x) (A.22)
Boundary conditions for upper wall are,
B(x,y)y=2δ = 0, (A.23)
J(x,y)y=2δ = 0. (A.24)
Bxx+Byy = 0. (A.25)
B(x,y) = F(x)G(y) (A.26)
F(x)′′G(y)+F(x)G(y)′′ = 0. (A.27)
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F(x)′′
F(x)
+
G(y)′′
G(y)
= 0. (A.28)
this equation is only valid if all the parts of this equation equals to same constant,
F(x)′′
F(x)
=−
G(y)′′
G(y)
=−k2. (A.29)
We choosed minus to this constant in order to have a decaying solution in wall-normal
direction and also a sinusoidal solution in streamwise direction.
F(x)′′+ k2F(x) = 0 (A.30)
then
F(x) = Acos(kx)+Nsin(kx) (A.31)
G(y)′′+ k2G(y) = 0 (A.32)
then
G(y) =Ccosh(ky)+Dsinh(ky) (A.33)
By(x,y) = (Acos(kx)+Nsin(kx))(Ccosh(ky)+Dsinh(ky)) (A.34)
By(x,0) = B0cos(
pi
2a
x) (A.35)
By(x,2δ ) = 0 (A.36)
B0cos(
pi
2a
x= Acos(kx)+Nsin(kx)C (A.37)
then N = 0, k = pi2a , AC = B0
By(x,2δ ) = Acos(
pi
2a
x)[Ccosh(k2δ )+Dsinh(k2δ )] = 0 (A.38)
A 6= 0 and due to due to k = pi2a
Ccosh(
pi
a
δ )+Dsinh(
pi
a
δ ) = 0 (A.39)
−
C
D
= tanh(
pi
a
δ ) (A.40)
then,
D=−
C
tanh(pi
a
δ )
(A.41)
By(x,y) = Acos(
pi
2a
x)[Ccosh(
pi
2a
y)−C
sinh( pi2ay
tanh(pi
a
δ )
], (A.42)
By(x,y) = B0cos(
pi
2a
x)[cosh(
pi
2a
y)−
sinh( pi2ay
tanh(pi
a
δ )
], (A.43)
If we take the integral of the equation (59) we get the B and by differentiating by the x
component we get Bx,
Bx(x,y) =−B0sin(
pi
2a
x)[sinh(
pi
2a
y)−
cosh( pi2ay
tanh(pi
a
δ )
], (A.44)
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∇2φ(x,y) = 0 (A.45)
Again we apply the seperation of variables to the electric potential φ Laplace equation,
same as magnetic flux density vector,
φ(x,y) = (Acos(kx)+Nsin(kx))(Ccosh(ky)+Dsinh(ky)) (A.46)
Boundary conditions of lower wall:
J0sin
pi
2a
x=−σ
∂φ
∂y wall
, (A.47)
Jy=0(x,y) = J0cos(
pi
2a
x). (A.48)
Boundary conditions for lower wall are,
J0
−σ
sin(
pi
2a
x) = (Acos(kx)+Nsin(kx))(kCcosh(ky)+ kDsinh(ky)), (A.49)
J0
−σ
sin(
pi
2a
x) = (Acos(kx)+Nsin(kx))kD, (A.50)
A= 0,k =
pi
2a
,−
J0
σ
= NkD. (A.51)
The upper wall conditions are,
Jy=2δ = 0. (A.52)
then,
∂φ
∂y y=2δ
= 0 (A.53)
∂φ
∂y
=
pi
2a
Nsin(
pi
2a
x)[
pi
2a
Csinh(
pi
2a
y)+
pi
2a
Dcosh(
pi
2a
y)]y=zδ , (A.54)
∂φ
∂y
=
pi
2a
Nsin(
pi
2a
x)[
pi
2a
Csinh(
pi
a
δ )+
pi
a
δDcosh(
pi
2a
y)] = 0, (A.55)
here N 6= 0 then,
[
pi
2a
Csinh(
pi
a
δ )+
pi
a
δDcosh(
pi
2a
y)] = 0, (A.56)
D=−Ctanh(
pi
a
δ ) (A.57)
∂φ
∂y
=
pi
2a
NCsin(
pi
2a
x)[sinh(
pi
2a
y)− tanh(
pi
a
δ )cosh(
pi
2a
y)], (A.58)
With using equations A.51 and A.57 we get,
J0
−σ
=−N
pi
2a
Ctanh(
pi
a
δ ) (A.59)
then,
NC =
J0
−σ
pi
2a
tanh(pi
a
δ )
(A.60)
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then we have,
∂φ
∂y
=
J0
σ
sin( pi2ax)
tanh(pi
a
δ )
[sinh(
pi
2a
y)− tanh(
pi
a
δ )cosh(
pi
2a
y)], (A.61)
if we use the relation,
∂φ
∂y
=−
1.0
σ
Jy(x,y), (A.62)
we get,
Jy(x,y) =−J0
sin( pi2ax)
tanh(pi
a
δ )
[sinh(
pi
2a
y)− tanh(
pi
a
δ )cosh(
pi
2a
y)], (A.63)
if we take the integral of the equation A.63 we get the J(x,y),
J(x,y) =−J0
2a
pi
sin( pi2ax)
tanh(pi
a
δ )
[sinh(
pi
2a
y)− tanh(
pi
a
δ )cosh(
pi
2a
y)], (A.64)
by taking the derivative depend on x of equation A.64 we get,
Jx(x,y) =−J0
cos( pi2ax)
tanh(pi
a
δ )
[sinh(
pi
2a
y)− tanh(
pi
a
δ )cosh(
pi
2a
y)], (A.65)
1.1.3 Matrix multiplication J×B
Force in spanwise direction is;
Fz = ByJx−BxJy, (A.66)
ByJx = −B0J0cos
2(
pi
2a
x)[cosh(
pi
2a
)y−
sinh( pi2ay
tanh(pi
a
δ )
]
1.0
tanh(pi
a
δ )
[cosh(
pi
2a
)y− tanh(
pi
a
δ )sinh(
pi
2a
y)], (A.67)
BxJy = −B0J0
sin2( pi2ax)
tanh(pi
a
δ )
[sinh(
pi
2a
)y− tanh(
pi
a
δ )cosh(
pi
2a
y)]
[sinh(
pi
2a
y)−
cosh( pi2ay)
tanh(pi
a
δ )
], (A.68)
ByJx = −B0J0
cos2( pi2ax)
tanh(pi
a
δ )
[cosh2(
pi
2a
)y− cosh(
pi
2a
ytanh(
pi
a
δ )sinh(
pi
2a
y]
−
sinh( pi2aycosh(
pi
2ay
tanh(pi
a
δ )
+ sinh2(
pi
2a
y)], (A.69)
BxJy = B0J0
sin2( pi2ax)
tanh(pi
a
δ )
[sinh2(
pi
2a
)y−
sinh( pi2aycosh(
pi
2ay
tanh(pi
a
δ )
−
tanh(
pi
a
δ )cosh(
pi
2a
y)sinh(
pi
2a
y)+ cosh2(
pi
2a
y)], (A.70)
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BxJy = B0J0[
sin2( pi2ax)
tanh(pi
a
δ )
sinh2(
pi
2a
)y− sin2(
pi
2a
x)
sinh( pi2aycosh(
pi
2ay
tanh(pi
a
δ )
−
sin2(
pi
2a
x)cosh(
pi
2a
y)sinh(
pi
2a
y)+
sin2( pi2ax)cosh
2( pi2ay)
tanh(pi
a
δ )
], (A.71)
ByJx = B0J0[−
cos2( pi2ax)
tanh(pi
a
δ )
cosh2(
pi
2a
)y+ cos2(
pi
2a
x)cosh(
pi
2a
y)sinh(
pi
2a
y)
+cos2(
pi
2a
x)
sinh( pi2aycosh(
pi
2ay
tanh2(pi
a
δ )
−
cos2( pi2ax)sinh
2( pi2ay)
tanh(pi
a
δ )
], (A.72)
Now we have BxJy and ByJx then we can get the Fz,
Fz = J0B0[sinh(
pi
2a
y−
cosh( pi2ay
tanh(pi
a
δ
][cosh(
pi
2a
y−
sinh( pi2ay
tanh(pi
a
δ
] (A.73)
For the case δ
a
→ ∞ then tanh(∞)→ 1.0 then,
Fz = J0B0e
− pia y (A.74)
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